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The perenniaT.problem of Creating a Living Environment requires,

malny decisions,- Wbarduld i do eegardipg choi,ce of residen-ce?,

Acquiring housing? Enery? Home maintenance? Equipping,and

furnishing the home? Given limited resources, what alt rnatives

are available? What is best A cid? There are an increasing numbesr
.

(

of options aWilable to persons seeking' answers to these questions.

Answers may be found by applying the practical .reasoning process

which requires knowledge and skills'relatedto'housing, home

0

furn-khings equipment.

4his'perennial problem focuses on more than choices regarding

housing. Concerns regarding shared-environments;are also addressed.

Such problem's as to how human Interactibn is a'ffect4d in public T .

areas, special needs housing, environmentalrojlution, crime, control/

safety, public services and technological -influences provide

comprehensive approach to examining our living environments.

A-set of "Family Housing Simulations" is provided at the
.

. beginning of this section., Theivonsist of tweive-case studies,

including floor plans, which are used in man?of the modules. '

Special appreciation Js expressed to. the Oregon Department of

Education for,use of a number ,of teaching strategies.
- 4 .
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HOMEMAKING SKILLS
',

.

:' 4 . Homemaking skills:whicli are essential for perforwance of the

following ,homemaking aSks are developed in the modules in CrOting

.a,Livj4 Enyironm6nt. . is
, 0.

. F,

4 ,,
1

Providing for Housing % -

.
.

, ,

- Arrange furriitur_ .in a fynctional and attractive manner
Coordinate colors and stPet in home decorating

4 L Explore ailternatives- for acquiring home`furnishingis
Make arrangements fOis moving family and hOusphold goods

> .- Mitke use of persdnal talents in home decorating
= Selkt furniture for the home

..._

S4lect housing..

C.

A.

4

Cleaning and MaintaininHome ..
.

.- Budg4 for home repair and maintenaAce .costs,
-. Care'for floors O !=._ -

4

- Care for furnishings'
- Clean anddisinfect.the bathroom
- Clean and Maintain appliances
- Discard unnecessary items to eliminate clutter ,

-

- Dispose of trash and.garbage b..+

:Examine for evidence of pests. . ...

. .

- Impiement ongoing preventative maintenance
.

. - Keep things picked up ..

- Maintain safe walkways, driveways and patios
- Mpintain.water and sewer systems- , 0

- Make'bed$ 4
u ,

- Organize-storage space .

- Perform simple carpentry
- Practice energy Conservation in the home
- RecoNize uses and, limitations of tools and appliances
- Regulate lighting, ventilation, hymidity and temperAfT
- Select'household cleaning an.d.maiNtenaneg,eequipment and

,

supplies .01 .,

- Share cleaning and maintenance responsibilities wiih, family
\

d/
member

4 0

- Wash dIsheS d utensils
- Wash kitchen billet and counter surfaces

- Providing and Maintainind Yard and Garden

. - Control weeds and insects yard and garden
Maintafil safe and attractive landscape and garden

- Mow and trim lawn
- Practice safe operetin of yard equipmen ,

- Prepare soil for,p14ntingA
--Purchase.seeds, plants ,and supplies
- Water yard and garden 1

. ,
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WHAT SHOULD I DO

REGARDING A PLACE TO
LIVE

L.E.1.0

CONCERNS RP1ARDING
CHOICE OF R SIDENC

L.E.1.1

1.11e
Human Factors

1.12
Location.

1.13e
Types of
Residence

1.14
Exteriors

Structural
girlity

1:16.
Landscaping

,

1.17e
Fldor'Pians

1.18
Moving

6.

a

.CONCERNS REGARDING
ACQUIRING HOUSING

L E.44.2

1.21

Type of Tenure

1.22
Financing

7

4

,WHAT TO DO REG ING

CREATING A Lb G
ENVIRONMENT

WHAT SHOULD I DO

4
WHAT SHOULD I DO

4

REGARDING MANAGING '':.

A HOME-ENVIRONMENT
REGARDING NEAR AND FAR
LIVIN ENVIRONMENTS.

L.E.3.0

11

41.

4

CONCERNS REGARDING CONCERNS REGARDING CONCERNS REGARDING CONCERNS REGARDING CQRCERNS REGARDING

ENERGY HOME MAINTENANCE EQUIPPING AND SHARING rpm HOUSING AND
-FURNISHING THE'HOME ENVIRONMENTS MATED LSSUES

L.E.2.1 L.E.2.2 L.E.2.3 L.E.3.1 .L.E.3.2

ti

2.11e , 2.21e 2.31* 3.11e
4111,

3.21
Conservation/ Management Equipment Space Special Needs
Utilization Procedures and Selection

Processes 3.1g
Mooing

2.12 2.32 Public Areas 3.22
Alternatives 2.22e Pfurniture Technological

Care and Clea SeleOion . Influences

2.23 " 2.33 3.23
Maintenance and Surface, Environmental

, Repair Treatments Pollution.

2.24e
Safety

2.34* "r

Interior
Design

2.35
Home
Computers

Storage

2.37
Environmental
Control

' Systems

/a.

,Crime Control
and Safety,

-3.25

. Public Services
and Facilities
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a CASE STUDY. .I

4/

-.

Al and Mary Beacom have lived in a 6acious-home,.tn Ohio for 35 years.
They are ,very close to heir three dult philtiren aid- grandchildren
i.ihim a/1 live in the' Midwest. Bec ,bf a-ser4oug asthma.clindition,
Mary needs to move to another cli the Sotithwest. They ate. -

trying to an economital ,t e.lter so, they can maintain

their independence and freedbm ,need enoUgh space to ,enjoy
their hobbies stIch,ps needlework., photograPhir,,gourmet cooking and
herb gardening. They also need some eype'of.accommodations for their
children when they cotheto visit; They Ore very concerned with safety
as they will be far from familyshelp., They-desire a comfortable type
of living and are very.'congerned-wittil,nergy conservation.

,, .

NOTE: Teacher assign income.
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FIRST FLOOR
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CASE STUDY 2

Mary Mahoney, age. 18, and her nine-month-old son, Sammy, li5re .in a,one-
bedroom. apartment. Mary left school junior year to have Sammy
which has made it very difficult for Mary to support her son. Mary did
not marry the baby's fpther and her parents have been upset with her
decision since Sammy's birth. Mary's parents are beginning to build a
more friendly relationship with Maryibnd Sammy. Mary is not getting any
aiid from the father and is not sure shels eligible for any financial aid.
Marty has found a part-time job waitressing in a nearby restaurant, She

able to work 30 hours a week and heavily depends on her tips for
ackled income. Mao; works from 5:00 a.m. until 11:00 a.m., five days a

week.

Mary's apartment is small and in need of major repat, including safety
pretautions. Because she has no tar she must buy her groceries at the
neighborhood grocery and walk to work. She is often worried about her
and Sammy's safety.

Mary is very creative and his used some of her hobbies to decorate the
apartment. She has. already designed several toys for Sammy which have
been constructed out of household items. She really needs more time to
construct her designs.

Although. Mary enjoys'her.freedom and independence, she needs the security
of several close friends.

NOTE: Teacher assign income.

111111F0000004111.1=1.--*.-"'
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LIVING ROOM
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DINING KITCHEN
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"'CASE STUDY 3

Sara has just bought an old, five room, one and one-half story house,
which needs new wiring to meet the local housing codes. Two bad
windows are broken and one wooden window sash is broken. The small

front stoop is sunken on one side and the sidewalk is cracked, brOken
and bulging in the tenter from the large nearby elm tree. When checking
the upstairs room, Sara found a plastic sheet covered id a layer of
water. The pilot light in the gas heater will not light and the real
estate broker thought it might need replacing. There are two large
holessin the living room dry wall and a burned spot in the dining room
'ceiling. The front door knob will not turn. A check of the bathroom
reveals a stopped-up toilet and broken faucet. ,.The half basement has
six inches of water standing in one corner near the washing machine
lirainage.

- What structural problems does Sara have?
,11 ,

- Where can she go to get information, help and service?

- What alternatives does she have fpr resolving each problem?,

What should she do?

141
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CASE STUDY 4°

4

Mr. and Mrs. Hall have. just recently bought a two bedroom condominium.
The extra bedroom will be donvenAviq for a study yid sewing room and
they won't have the expense of Mdintaining the four bedroom house they
moved from. Not long after the Halls had settled in their condominium,,
their 23-year-oldrda hter, Sara, and her 2-year-old son, Andrew, were
forcd to move in b cause of a divorce. The Halls value their privacy
and also enjoy entertaining.

574
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CASE STUDY'
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.Brett anneyc.ky,:BLitkiton are in n-theft early 20's andhave a one and one
1-- half. year, ^014 daugnte:e,Jblarkla. Becky an,d-Brett on -a home iri a-small ,.

community outside a,:lAriker town. .Breq travel.freuently as a result of
his job with a farm\machinery company. 'Becky work Part-time_ at the local-
hospital,. `Brett. and Becky: share parenting resp011s,billties. 'IScoth are

24terested in early stimulafi6h experinrces for- YOYOnda and visit, thy,
brary weekly for reioui-Ces on 4pareAting'and their own eprichment in

other areas: The,BuckSions have a' large 'garden and are interested in:
producing

they
of their own ,food products and investigating-other-,wiys

in which they can utijize their skills'and Tesources to a' certain 'degree
of self-sufficiency. Tfie.BUckstonsenjoy attending atictiDns and take.
pride Din their doKarating and reii-n,ishing skills, Although they have
changed somewhat to tr e mo v e hazardous knickknacks as Yolanda- begi.ns
walking and investigating her enviironmenit. A

c

NOTE: Teacher align income.
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CASE STUDY 6

The Watsofs, who are nearing 50, have tWo teenage children 7 Beth, 14, and

Jim, 16. Recently Mrs. Watson's father had astroke and moved in-with them.
Sitice the Wats0n5 have a three bedroom home', the children have and need a

rodm-of their own.. --Both children enjoy spreading out thtir ilbomt,.tapes

and model airplanes and spending Oivate time, with the hWm radio. Mr.

and Mrs. Watson have spent areat deal of time entertaining friends and
co-workers in their home. The Watsons have always .kept their home vem
neat'!and it is-decprated-as they desire. Mr. Watson.functions best in
organized environment.. He takes pride in,and loves working with, his
various rote plants. '

The grandfather ,needs' a lot of care and often becomeskdisoriented.
Watson is untible tomake a, trip to the store if thdigrandfather home
alone... The Watsons find they have little time alone for leisure or just.

communication. MI. Watson works outside the home and Mrs. Watson has a
business that she has operated from her home. She now finds it difficult

to mintain the work load. The children are active in school activities

(choirs basketball, Student Co4ncil).
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CASE STUDY 7

.Steveqwife died last yeat. 111e now has full responsibility for his
three, children (ages 2, 4 avid 8). Steve works outside the home and ,-

fin& the respOnsibilities of bothjobs overwhelming. He attempts tp
plan carefully so he can keeP within the househol4 budget. Convenience
istimportant.to Steve when-pit comes to food preparation as well as
completion of household tasks. He is very concerned that the quality
of his time Oith the children is1"0"ositive experience and that he ris
aware of and able to meet their needs. They make a weekly trip to the
loCal library, as well as other community servjces, The-two younger
children are enrolled in a full day preschool program andthe older
child attends the local school.

3

%straw a LomIir
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LASE' STUDY 8

Amanda is staff in residence at a group home of the local Association

for the Developmentally Disabled. The grouk,l(six members) lives in a

large older hoMe. The *group megters aee women ranging in age from 21

to 4, all of which are educablO, mentally handicapped.' Some of the

residents work at the sheltered workshop during thetweek. Many

residents have contact with their families who are involved in the

Board of Director's planning committees. The residents all share

their rooms with one other person. Much time is spent by Amanda and
additional support personnel in assisting the residents in learning

basic homemaking skills to help them in functioning as independently

as possible. Residenti are responsible for rotating the household

tasks daily from planning,. preparing and shopping for me)ls to house-

hold cleaning-and maintenance. They recently started a garden in the

back yard with many.Varteties of vegetables. T house is located in

'a quiet residenttal.arA0 with many trees. Som, f the residents are

just getting to 'know each other.
,

BEDROOM
NO4

c

BEDROOM
NO. 3
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CASE STUDY 9
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Darron and 1 ise,-ages 35 and 34, are gents of a 10-year-old girl, Ann,
and a 12-yea d boy, Joshua. Darron is a'salesperson in a nearby
appliance dealersilip and depends'on commisston_for income. Louise is an
active member of the Twig organization and enjoys being alve in P.T.A.
Louise is involved in various craft hobbies which require pace and
storage. -She often invites her.friends to work on crIft projects at her
house. 1 ,,,...

t

The children enjoy -t privacy and'need storage fOr sporting equipment
and bicycles. The ly would like, more lOsure time but always seems
busy maintain)ng th r house. The family'needs to be thrifty,
especially during the seasons when appliance sales-are down.

it.

4

4

4



CASE STUDY- I 0 I

Stewart and Sandra Rabenstein are a young working couple. Stewart, age 32,

is an executive with Ohio, Bell and Sandra, 'age 29, is i_sales 4onsultant.
They have'a substantial income anl.savings account:, Because they entertain
frequeritly, they enjoy a spacious, prestigious environment. They have

converted one bedroom to a study for reading and writing related to their'

jobs. They are interested in energy conservation. Their hobbies include

tennis, golf and playing bridge. They also enjoy travel, boating and
growing plants. .They each require privacy and this house.affords this.
valge. -

4

l



CASE. S I

:Tom Gambill and Bob George are very.involved in their car. s and want
to invest some of their savings into a' dwelling. ,Because Of,busy
scheduleslrwhich include extensive traveling, neither have tiMefor much
.responsibility or. maintenance related to the dwelling. They both desire.
a comfortable buteprestigious environment.% They. enjoy privacy when they
entertain their friends and family. TRey both try -to share management
procedures which is difficUlt because.they are seldom'hoine-at the same
time. Twneeds.space to store his sailboat and fishing. equipment and
Bob needs storage for his many boxes of paperback books;

BEDROOM
II' -Owx I5' -7"
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V- Int 11-0" -
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CASE STUDY 12

Joan Veld, age 35, lives in a large city with her four children. Her

husband-left her and does not send child support. Three of.her
children are under age six. She has few skills and does not work.
She receiVes $407.00 a, montA from Aidto Dependent Children.

They live in 4 two bedroom apaftment in a public hdusing development.
Joan has to pay the utilities which have been increasing.

, .

The children sle0 op the floor. She needs furnfshings, but.does not
have the resources.

-a -

4.
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HOMEMAKING SKILLS

4

..

[PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To 10 Regarding Creating A
Living Environment

5'

Whgt.ShoUld I Do Regarding
A Place To Lilie?

-14c

Choice of Residence /Human Factors

ea

LE 1.11e

1

Select housing
*Make arrangements for- moving family,
and household goods

1

PROCESS
.SKILLS

I

CONCEPTS

Definition"' '111

off home. '1

STRATEGIES

Cover classroom door with sign '-IntrodUcing the. Families. Add a welcome
mat. Working in.family'! groups, construct a family front dOOr using shelfipaper and
a mailbox whichxepreael$s your faMily's working area. Would you consider your area
a home? A house ?' A dwelling?

Create definitions for the three above words and compare your definitions with those
of. the rest of the Blass. What are the differences between these terms?

Write a short paragraph or sentence beginning with one of the following ,entences:

--My room makes me feel....
--My e gives me the feeling of ';...- .

ejhborhood ddgelops feelings of ....

*Make a .list.V songs that haVe the., word hduse or home in the title. Describe the
"image" of the home in each soni. HOW40.e5 this compare to your definition or image .,.
Of the word home?

Design a collage of pictures tepreaenting your image of the wordhome: Displaylyout
collage for the rest of the class.

.
,I,

c
4.

k

Read Family udirsili Simulations; select.a ne family which your groUp will portray, and
create a name for your family. Create aAilklt illustrating your family's housing

.

1:
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LE 1.11e

PROCESS
SKILLS CONCEPTS

Ca

STRATEGIES

Gait,
VAWI3
FACIOSS

1 4

Definition of
home (continued)

Human factork
affecting
housing,
deAstons

-t 1f image L.

< \.

so

situations and perform for the class. Identify problems or decisions which confronteach famity. Discuss the following questions.

--Why should the members of these families be concerned about housing problemsfor themselves, families, society?
--What would happen if any of these families ignored their problems ar decisions?--What human factors will affect. this family's decision?
- -How are the decisiona which each fa
- -Now are the human factoaffeCting

Different from the.others?.
- 7-Are inny of these decisions similar

3

4

ly must make alike?
he family like those

%.

o ones .you or someone

A. . ,.
A 4

COmplete the following questions. In small ,groups compare your answers and givereasons foi each of your choices. Are they all the same? Why or why not? ' Do'think housing406icloreflects how you feel about yourself? If-soOlow?
k,Are you more like ... ,

Different from the others?
of the other families?

you know has to make? t'

Yokt _"

A-ftame or a rancher? --An earth home o an ,A- frame? 2
two -story or a split 'level? 7-APtownhouse-or farm.house?--A penthouse or h log cabin? --econdominium or a ranch houtie? C-,p Mobile home, or a mansion? --A4row hotariinpa Modular:bons-0--A solar home or a cabin? 1 --Aft

.

ieffic ncy apartmentiPr a studio' apartment?".

Given a list :of values associ edtwith living environments (fat41Y, Privacy, beauty,'security),40nk in order of personal preference.' Share rankings in'class.And discusshow and why priorities differ .among individlirls.
.)-

I-



PROCESS

I

.1111111.

CONCEPTS

g4a/ues,
standards

-Family life
cycle,

-Needs and
wants

LE 1.11e

STRATEGIES

Using Family Housing Simulations, list values, goals and standards of your assigned
family. In your small group, generate ways.these..values; goals and standards Nave,
or will, influence this family's housing decisions. Shaie your family's situation'
with the class.

After reviewing the stages of the family life cycle, predict-ways thes changes may
influence a family's housing needs.- In small groups, choose one-stage of the life
cycle and describe housing, you feel would meet the needs of the family at that stage.

.

In small groups, select a need (food, rest, social interaction, recreation, quiet)
and brainstorm the ways in. which. housing meets needs. Share your group's findings
by designing a poster to illusJ,rate how houaing meets your needs.

Imagine you have just gradu ted from high sMiool% Describe the place where you wood
want to live by drawing.a p ctur of the inside and outside of the dwelling. How de
our wants affect our choice o welling?

Select ,a housing ad from the newspaper. From the information given-, write a
description of the individuals who might buy or rent the home, describing their
values, lifestyle, resources, and stage in the family life cycle. \Discuss similarities
and" differences in a group dscussion.''

. .

Using the pract al reasoning process, resolve the problem faced byyour family'
group in the Fa ly Housing Simulations.. When you have reached a decision, share.
your reasoning with the Mass.

""4.4'1.:EL

25
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'PERENNIAL

t

4r
What To Do. Regarding Creating
A Living EnvironmentPROBLEM

f.

I PRAC119L PROBLEM What Should I Do Regarding
A Place To Live?

Choice of 'Residence/Locatiori
CONCERN /CONCEPT

HOMEMAKING p(ILLS

LE 1.12.

Evaluate region, community
as a potential home -

(/

Locate reputable resources
information

.
.

4

and neighborhood

housing

4

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES *

\ I /

AC TOMS

00:71
YAMS

(40AiS
YAM, .
0011$

1

Factors affecting
housing location

-Regional
factors

26

Use.i United States or world map as.background for bulletin boatd, with.the question,
"Where should we live?" as a caption .k On bright blue or green squargs mount and label
tilt follaWingf a map of a region of.jthe Unic00 States -- "Which region?",..a map or
aerial view of 'a community/farm-area/city -- "Which commdnity?".and a map o%r picture
pf a neighborhood -- "Which neighborhood?".- What kind of factors affect our Choices
about where to live?' What questions should you ask when making a decision about
--housing location? What resources might you use to,help you find answers to these _1

questions? . .7''
, , Iv

Using community and classroom resources, develop a chefkliat of, factors affecting
housing 1ration -(proximity:to'family or friends, employment, climate, cost of living
and transportatiOn). Prioritize these listed faqors and ,identify values, goals and
situational factors which determineyour priorities.1. Share with the class.

,/ 0
Invite A panel of family members new, to your region to discuss factors they considered
when oying to a new region tof. the country. SumM'acizt the AistOsion iv answering the
foll ing questions.

. .

ich factors were most important to them? Least?
--What do they enjoy most about their new. region?
--What wet4 the disadvantages of moving to this region?'

ft?

*0
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-Community factors

-Neighborhood
factors'

O

Uing resources, identify types of communities available when selecting a hogsing
location (rural, industrial, commercial, suburban). For eachof these eilte'rnative"
types of communities, identify positive and negative consequences of-selecting that
type4

Invite apanel of resource people such as local or state housing authority, a local or
state memb& of the planning commission, or a real -estate agent to discuss factors to
consider when selecting a community in which to live (size, density, cost of living,
population composition, community facilities). Summarize the discussion by making
a checklist of these factors.

In small groups, discuss which factors affecting' he choice of commhnity.in which to live
are most important to you. Do you think the impOrtance of these factors ill change
ks your li estyle and family-stage changes? If sci,'hon do you see the imp Lance of
these factor changing?

,0
Using the checklist from abole, analyze your own'community. What are the advantages
of living in your community? The disadvantages?

a

Interview residents in your neighborhood using the following quIestions.

--What is:the best feature of your, neighborhood?
--What do you dislikeabbut your neighborhood?
- -Do you like the schools your-children attend? Why or why not?

Are there recreational facilities. in your neighborh2od?
--Is the location of 'the recreational facility convenient?
--Are the neighbors friendly?
-How long hove you liv4d in yolk home or apartment?'

--Do you own or rent?
--How m.50)! people live in your home? -,

the crime fit your area a.-problem?
.

,

.
/1..

Compare,your findings with those of the rest of the'class. How arc your findings alike? 'A,
Different? Develop a checklist of factors to consider when selecting a nei hb rhood in
which to live, (type of zo location in community, recreation facilitie ity):

g '4

;;I '''''''' ai-4 '-r*, '!--ti't-k-':-,-,7. 'WV:- ----41v4v,!---,,_,,v ,%.-iik,
-.!-0?,.:,,,1,-
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'' Neighborhood

factors
(cOntinued)

Source of
information
concerning.
housing location

Methods of obtain-
ing location
iliformat ion

-Telephone

-Inquiry letters

30

-$P

LE 1.12

STRATEGIES

Using"resources, define zoning
on neleborhoods? Secure a zo
for,your community. 'Display t

and declaration of restrictions. What are the effects'
ing map and examples,of declaration of restrictions
e map on a bulletin board using pins to indicatecw re

youllive.on the map. How do your area,zoning laws affect tbe. neighborhood in whi h
youlTive? Are zoning laws important towou? To a builder? To a renter? Why or
why not?

Ask a local realtor to take your class on a. tour of your community to show you different ..
types of neighborhoods. Using your checklist of factors to consider when evaluating a
neighborhood, evaluate each type available.: To summarize the trip;,. make a chart
showing advantages and disadvafitages of each type of neighborhood..

ft

Using resources,, research sources of information concerning housing location (government
'agencies, Chamber of CommetZe, realtors, extension agents, moving companies, employment
agencies). In small groups, select factors to consider when selectiAg a hgusing
location (regional, community or 'neighborhood).. Which sources of information would
be- helpful on each _of the factors? Make A. poster to share with the class illustrating
your ffhdings.

4

.

Using a telephone directory, obtain telephone.numbers.for sources of housing location
information. In small groups, generate questions which could be used in elephone

conversations to acquire housing location information. Role play telephone inq4tries

and d-pfactice asking the,questions.

Examine samples of inquiry letters concerning housing location information. Identify

characteristicibf a,gboa letter of inquiry, PraCticeWritirig's letter based on what

you have learned.

AEE --Choose another region of .,the United States in which you would like to liv
'Prepare a list of questi s which would help you in making a decision to relocat
Write or call sources to ftd answers to your questions. Make a tkavel Ilfochure

'illustrating advantages and disadvantages of that region.

:t(
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Site factors
-to evaluate

<

Reflecrcion

Ask builders association or 'realtor to share slides or pictures of different sites.
Cdinpare sites, and their relative costs, advantages and disadvantages for different
values.t (Energy conserwationi maintenance, privacy, beauty, safety.,'health.)

Ask builder of realtor tO.help class develop a list of questions to ask neighbors
and others of clues to observe in order to selpft the best community, neighborhood
and site.

Discuss the characteristics of a site that would be beat for .different simulation
families considering their values.and Situational factor4; Justify the decisions.
Consider: Lopation in neighborhood;' orientation to environment.

Orientation to environment Physical'characteristics
,--Sun --Size '

--Erosion ' '--Shape
--View

v --Lam' contoutk
-- Prevailing wind, k--Soil characteiisties
--Pollution

thethe Fainily Housing Simulations, list regional, county and'neighborhobd
factors that would be.most important to that family, How- do you think these factors
will influence the.familyirimakini d housing lodation decisiOn?

.

Legal Restrictions

Site zones

--Public
--Service
-=Private
-

0

' .....

,-7,,-
, .. .,,,.... '..,',:. .i,:,.,,.. ''''''''''''t'. '-'-- 43-s..,
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'PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM
.

"CONCERN/CONCEPT
.

What To Do Regarding Crepting
A Living Environment

What Should I Do Regarding
A Place To Live?

Choice of Residence/Types of Residence

4

LE 1.13e

IHOMEMAKING SKI IF1

4, Select living, quarters to meet needs
. Select age and style of housing

t

PROCESS
SKILLS

\\ 1 /
. F

CONCEPTS

Factors affecting
type of dwelling
choice

Visual effect

34

-3

t
STRATEGIES,

et_

Select examples of "cartoon" character homes or homes of current television families.
Design a bulletin board illustrating these homes. Discuss hOW the type of dwelling
reflects the family ,.Which factors were most important in the choice of housing?

Using fesources,-research the factors affecting a,faTIily's decision concerning type
of dwe ling.

--Money available fqy housing
- -Length of residence
--Lifest0.e
--Life stage of family
- -Size of family

I

In small groups brainstorm kinds of information the family would need beale making,
a decision About the 'type of dwelling. Share information with class.

Look at a picture series of .living environments (urberinndustrial development,
urban housing,suburbanlhousing, country living, room interiors). After studying each
picture for few Minutes, jot down wk'at you remember about the appearance and the
feeling each produ Look at the pictures again and summarize the -characteristics
responsible for t particular feelings Mu had. Share perceptions in class,-

.35

I:
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1

Types of
residence

Life cycle

Sources of
informAion

List the major components'of your lifestyle (family-size,
level, eating, ,resting, personal habits, general condition;
social activities;, personal' patterns- friends, use ofjree
spendiig, saving; occupations-school, job). Relate these
of housing.

function; health-energy
recreallon-sporp, hobbies,

time, values; fonances-income,

components to your choice

Collect pictures from magazines of types ofidwellings. Categorize and mount on
bulletin board. In small groups, choose 'or assign one category of dwellings
(rental, condominium, individual ownership, cooperative). Investigate forms which
this type of dwelling .may take (multi or single family, high rise; modular, mobile)
and advantageq and disadvantages of this type. Organize findings in chart form fOr
class preSentAtion.

,Identify alternatives for using at each stage of thq. life cycle (mobile home,
townhouse, apartment, nurs g home, individual house) and furnishing alternative
(buying new, renting, renovating) for each 4amily group studied.

'Interview your parents or grandpitrents regarding their past, present and future
housing choices. (Identify factors which influenced their selections. 'Compile a
list of factors based on the interviews and share in a class discussion.

Locate sources of information regarding types of dwellings (realtors, mobile home -
condonanium trade associations, apartment owners' association.) Obtain current
literature from each. Evaluate. as a source. of informatiOn.

Interview parents, neighbors and friends to determine services and sources of -

information they have used in making housing choices. COmpile information.to
present in a class Symposium.

rr'

,d1
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Cultural
factors

Reflection

38

"4P

Study the housing of a particular culture in terms of'style, materials used, location and
and,usage, taking into consideration family and community life patterns, ethnic
origins and religious practices. Share findingh in class. Invite several persons
with different cultural backgrounds to discuss how their traditions are reflected
in houeing and furnishing decisions. Visit a community dominated by one particular
cultural group (Russian or Italian community, Indian reservation). Identify
the ways in which structure; style and choices in housing have been influenced by
cultural:factors in this community. Summarize what you learned and compare with
information gained through study. .

. 4.4

Debate the importance of. television as,ji cultural factor that shapes. one's ideag
.

about housing. Discuss the promoti4of cultural valuesthrough television of such
housingpatterns as single-family vs, mul 1 le4amilY-housing and traditionally-
styled vs. contemporary-styled furnishings DIscusa the' effeCt on people's choice
'of housing.

Research advantages and disadvan ages 'of buying an older home. Interview individuals

who are buying or have bought o er homes. 'Discuss remodeling'projects undertafcen,
satisfaction, problems and fact rs that should be considered before buying an older
home. Develop guidelines for choosing an older home based on what you. learned.

Plan a field trip to historic homes in your are Compare with contemporary designs
Describe similarities And differences: Give reasons forlange. >;40

Develop a checklistof.factors to consider When selecting and buying a home, mobile home

.
.

and condominium; selling a. home, mobile home and condominium, renting, home or,apart-
ment. Include suchlactors as inside construction, outside construction, living ,space
and yard.

Divide into family situation groups using Paula Hodsin
types of dwellings available, to the.family,. a.

consequences of each alternative.

himATOPO'
. ;.V.

Simu tions. List alternative
ternatives ande a chart listing a
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.Refleciion
(continued)

40

STRATEGIES

Make a,decision for 'your family based on the information on your chart. Evalu ?te
your dekision by ayswei-ing the following-questions.

--How does your decision, affect the individual in the family,? The community?
--Do, yOL.feel you, made a good choice? Why or why not?
- -Would you want to rive in the homeyou 'selectgd? Why or why n(10

.IEE -- Prepare a broChuire to give to otheks about how to choose a type of dwelling.
, 1

FHA /HERO Organize' tour of homes in your area reflecting various types of
dwellings.

4

f
AP

r

-4
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HOMEMAKING SKILLSI'PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

ICONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS' cw

What To Do Regarding?
Creating A Living Environment

What Should I Do Regarding
Place To Live?

Choice Of Residence/Exteriors

LE 1.14

* Identify exterior architectural styles
Evaluate factors influencing choice
of exteriors

-CONCEPTS
w

STRATEGIES

VAAC

TORS
)W"

00A IS
1

Functi9n

Visual appeal .'

ViefftpActures of housing exteriors on opaque projector. Include mobile home,
small ranch, large two-story, colonial, contemporary, high-rise apartment,.
farm house.

--What kind of family do you think lives here?
--Why do you- think this type of family lives here?
--What do you think are. some of the family values? Standards?

llowinightthe follgewing factors affect choices regarding exteriors?

-- Conservation of energy (orientation)
--Utilization .of.land
--Maintenance requirements (painting, sanding)
--Means of self - expression
-- Provides privacy

Refer again to pictUres from above. How does exterior design influence
Which homes appeal to you? Identify values underlying your choices.'

beauty?

Take a field trip through the community to identify aesthetically pleasing or
unpleasing structures. List features which specifically make the structures more,-
attractive,: noting charactetistics which retain the quality of the natural envirohment. '
(Contrast- "visual noise" with "planned. beauty. ")
- 4
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Factors
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choice of
exteriors

ArchAectural
styles

44

1

p

J1

Identify factors

- -Stage in family lifecycle .

--Interests and activities of
family. members

.--CVliural background
--A4ailable resources
- -Region of country,

STRAI[GIES

S.

LE 1. 14

which would influence faMilied choices of exteriors.

-Iconomic resources
-- Persoda1 taste

6

--Avail bflity(

?mental factors
7. requirements (handicapped)

Discuss ways in wtirch each factor may aff, t extlrior decisions.

Using resources research the types of architectural deigns. Design
a bUlletin board illustrating each type with pictures. Identify the design
withireach style and materials used.

features

In small groups research exterior building materials. Report to class, on Advantages,
crisadvantages and applications of each type of exterior material.

Invite an architect,obuilder or realtor to speak about exterior design and styles
of houses.

- -What styles'are used in your community?
--How 'does 'design affect cost?
...7What are advantages and disadvantages of each type? '

t factors are considered in selecting,exterpr materials?

ilect pictures from magazines of different styles of houses. As a class choose
ten different styles. Individually rank in order of your preference. Justify
your first choice. Could, you live with your second choice? Why or why not?
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Refltection

14

1

Select an exterior house design for a family from Family Housing_Sirilations,

- -Is the selection of style compatible with the family's values,
needs and resources?

- -What building materials would be appropriate forkyour family?
- -How would your choice affept the community?

Write a short paper Outlining-what factors will influence how you choose an exterior
design. What Are your likes and dislikes'? How might preferences change? How will
available resources affect your choice?

TEE Research -an architectural design. Prepare pictorial.report to share with class.

4* 1 V

t



(PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN /CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding
Creating A Living Environment

What Should I Do Regarding
A Place To Live?

r
Choice of Residence/Structural
Quality

LE 1.15

HOMEMAKINC SKILLS

Evaluate housing construction
' Evaluate maintenance and repair needs
Evaluate safety factors

"Locate reputable, reliable housing
resources

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS . STRATEGIES

GOAL S

VALUE S

SAC TOSS

tt.

9

Alternatives
--Repair
--Replace
--Remodel

Resources

8

.

Read'Case Study 3 from Family Housing Simulations.
case study.

In small groups use resources to iiivestigate,the.alt
the house, idcluding alternative mate4 al., procedur

nhrequirementp. Make a iist of questio that need to

List.the problems in the

1

--Wiring
--Plumbing
- -Windows and doors
- -Heating and ventilation

(fireplaces,:heaters,
stoves, central heating)

P4

tiveiY for rejuvenating

lk future maintenance
onsidered regarding:

--Walls and ceilings
--Wet basements and exterior drainage
--Foundations, sidewalks
7-Roofing

Collect and rea resources from building supply stores, library and cooperative
extension servi to)determine important quotions to ask building contractors
or building supply, resource peOple. Summarize findings in Chart form and share

with rest of plasS

`Invite or interview'representative of Better Business Bureau to discuss reliable
and unreliable sources of remodeling contractors. Add to the list of questions to
ask building contractors or suppliers.

X49
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Effects of
technology

Characlhristics
of structural
qualities

If

STRATEGIES

Invite a home builder or a cabinetmaker.to discuss the effects.that technological
advances and environmental changes have had on thedqUality of hoMe construction and
building materials. Discuss possible future effects of technology.

Visit a mobile home or modular home factory. Discuss how technological advances
-have, affected craftsmanship, and the use of building materials and how these changes
have Tluenced the nature and 'quality of living environments. Debate the possible
effects o home owners.

Compare slides or pictures of housing reprebenting different housing conditions /structural
quality of old and new houses and apartments in the following areas:

- (materials, preservation, landscaping)
,-1,101tin and wiring,

(kitchen,bgthroOal and laundry)
--$taixways,_steps; elevators
--Roofing
--Walls; ceilings:
--Doors and locks
--WindoWs .

- .-Heating \Tentilation)ystems
- -Floors )

'Through discussion, identify the characteristics of high, standard, sub-standard
structural'quallty of. the houses in the slides. Create a.chart during the discussion.

Variations' of Structural Quality of Hou ing

Characteristics
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Characteristics
of structural
qualities
(continued)

Housing code
requirements

Divot's the values these homes would meet and thole which these would not meet,
'44'h situational factord affect the structural quality of these homes?

itscuss,alternatives to improve structural quality'and the consequences of each
alternative. Decide what would be best to do if Sara in Case Study 3 has each
of the following combinations of values and situational factors.

7-Economy, safety, little money, time, skills-or motivation to develop skills,
--Aesthetics, beauty, neatness, adequate money resources, few repair skills,-

little motivation to improVe house herself.
--Economy, creating things herself, neatness, little money, lots of time, few

skills, motivation to learn and develop'skills.

:A

Discuss consequences of the alternatives which Sara might use to improve the structural J

quality Of her house. Which could be justified for the well-being of self, family and
society? What if everyone made those choices?

W

Contact city council or county commissioner for state and local housing codes. 'reste
a,bulletin board -- DECENT HOUSING...WHAT'S THE LAW ? -

As a class, develop a list of questions to ask a locall housing authdrity representative,
realtor, or representative of NUD, whO is concerned with housing quality. Use the" ,

fishbowl technique to ask questions regarding;

- -Characteristics of standard housing

--Minimum Ode requirements
- -How code iill'enfOrced

. --Ways to improve structural quality of housing
- -Ways individual and community caOtontribute tq structural quality of housing
--,Structural quality variations .

. -

--VactOrs affecting structural quality of hoUsing (material, procedures)..
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Factors to
evaluate
regarding,
structural
quality

4

ti

Create a checklist to use to-evaluate the structural quality houses and apart-
ments.. Pretend the c
apartment And hOuse.-
be discussed with the
to bring the house up

.

lass is planning to `rent an .apartment and buy a home: Visit
Use the checklist to evaluate. List the items which should
landlord. Listthe items .which would have to be improved
to standard housing code requirements.,

4

Role play -- Iriforming future landlord Au. have found stopped up toilet, frayed
wires in electrical/living room wall and cuts on kitchen counter `

of apartment you plan to rent.

'Discuss and reenact: i'

--Alternative ways of telling landlord, consequences
-- Consequences of not telling landlord of findings.
--Consequences of notb putting findings in writing, wtv,5*, to record apartment damage.
--Values,of landlord, renters, possible values conflicts, ways to resolve.

Role play -- Ways to"negotlAke disagreement with landlord regarding a list -of
deductions from your security deposit. Imagine the landlord deducted
costs for damage which was in the apartment when you moved in.
(Holein living room wall, cuts on kitchen counter.)

of alternatives.

Discuss and reenact:

--Alternative ways to negotiate.
--Ways to hue in small claims court.

.

3:4

'--Ways to _provide evidence and extent of damqge which existed,
--Values of landlord, renter;.impOrtance of knowing values as you negotiate..

,
.

,

FHA /HERO -- Investigate community programs, projects and-agenc concerned with
improving housing and neighborhood living coOditioris.;in your community. Discuss
ways to contribute tc,t,the quality of housing'inAlcommunity. InVestigate ways
which might work be. project,- ACT:: Ametican COuncilao Improve 0
NeighborhOoda). TartiCipiii'incOmmunl.ifproject'Or pursue one which clash decides,
to puraue through IMPACT p 008:.and praCtio0. ,rea4Ohing.



PERENNIAL PROBLEM 1

PRACTICAL PROBLEM`
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CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
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.

What To Do Regarding Creating
A Living Environment--..- 7

What Should I Do Regarding
A Place To Live?

Choice Of Residence/Landscaping

LE 1.16

Plan landscaping and outside areas

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

P.,

Landscaping
functions

,Fit with

environment

Landscape
materials

Design a bulletin board reflecting houses,ind community areas, with and without
.landscaping, Why should we be concerned about landscaping? Whaiodifference does it

make to me? My family ?. The community?

:Sleet pictures of houses,;ppartmers, condominiums, mobile homes.. Identify

landscaping features. Analze the function of landscaping in each picture.., Do
any pictures illustrate more t4n one function? Which function do you see ns,the

most important? Justify.

From what you have learned, make a list of the function of landscaping. (Garden,

profit, sun/shade, protection from wind, gaiknowledgei express creativity, hobby,
relaxation, physical therapy, privacy, aesthetics, outdoor living.)

0

.
,

Using a variety of pictu-ree'showing structures in their surroundings, r tkeaa, as to

the degree of fit with the natural environment; DiscuSs reasons for you ratings.

Take a field trip through your community and evaluate the structures you aee ers to

'how well they fit in with the natural environment. If possible, 'collect-photos

as you go.- In class,.make suggestions for improving the structures or give/7-
.

reasons other structures fit well.

wood)

one type of groUnd cover used in.landscaping-(tree rubs,. plants, sand, rocks,

. Report your findings in claas ,a speaker fr a local nursery or

c! .'.
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Factors, affecting

landscaping
decisions

)eflection

4

c . -

landscaping firm to discuss the various' materials available for designing landscapes,.
their uses, cost and upkeep requirements. .Find'out about ,factors which need to.
be. considered in overall planning and,summarize what you learned. '(Size.of plant,
climate, soil condition, maintenance requirements.) .

Investigate ways to incorporate food-bearing or edible plants within existing home
landscapes to provide additiOnal function and beauty.' Report your findings in class.

. -

Lit different types of fences And the adVantsges 'and disadvantages" of. each.

Discuss various problems fences have solved and created in relation to others in
the near environment.

U

Read the following vignettes andtidentify the factors which 'will influente the
'landscaping decisions. Brainstorm other factors not represented here..;
v --Bill lives in higheris6" apartment with'patio.

,

--Mary is.a, single parent'ulth'three-children,2 a small yard And little money
for landscaping.

--John andaSue live on a farm. .
i

- -Ann and Alan live in suburb.
.

,

4

--Barbara is retired; has arthritis and.a large yard,
.

In groups .select a picture df. a landscaping design appropriate for selected
Family Housinnlimaations. Justify choice by identifying values that affected
choice. Share with class.

FHA /HERD --Contribute to the landScaping of a local public building (courthouse,
school, church). s

TEE -- Select a vignette from above, create a case study and 'design a-landscape to
meet the needs of the family involved:

IEE -- Design a landbcapt,which meets the needs of yon family.
.

IEE Keep kjournal describing Youi responsibilities for maintaining the
landscaping for your dwell
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'Consider fly,ori plan' whe 'selecting, home
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STRATEGIES

l3egin class with question -- What should'we do girding -floor plan decision in

a home? 7\

Select a member of your Family using Simulation, group. He/ e becomesi a realtor.

All realtors meet with thweacher to discuss what. to do. *he they;meet with their

families. The rest of thlrOoup discm4ses family.'needsvalues and determines
what"they want a'floor plan. The realtor searches through teacher's floor plan,
folderand finds five'or six floor plans he /she feels would be appropriate for 410

the family. The family, then visits 'the realtor and discusses the above. The realtor

presents thefloor plans and tries to match a plan to the family members. The realtoi

may present two or three plans from which the family may choose.

Digcuss choices made by each family group in relation to the needs and values of
the family and the floor plan chosen.

.,
..

.

IdentAfy'factors in'evaluating a floor plan (traffic, Pattern, storage, furniture g

arrangement, Convenient work areas, energy efficiency).
'i . . 1- . :'.

What are the needs of each fimily. member? 'List, on the board..

...

61
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I
What problems did you encounter in oking at the floor plan? .(Not understanding
isymbola, own'valuesecause you t.QVect a floor plan and you overlook all other paints.)

What values affeicted the family members' as' hey-looked a floor plan for the family?
(Privacy, place to entertain,-placq to work if do ho s, convenience location of
windows and doors,- type of 101;ulation in relation to fnergy, better use of area,

lasharing space with others.) ill your family needs Ad values in relation 'to
t -floor plans?

P.
,

- .0.
.

.

.. at outside factors.affect--yetir decision about a floor plan? (Money, house you can
afford is limited to a particlar pli7n, parents wanting you to obtain a "certain"
type of homer)----;.

,

I
'What information

/
is needed before you An select suitable floor pla n? (What are?

.actOity areas? What /do symbols mean? Which room should be by other rooms? How
many'closets are necessary? Where do traffie lanes flow in a house?) Ask for i
class response. -

,,-

I
Give each group area to rese414. Each group will present the research'on above

,

,
,questi na., Discuss if necessary. ,,

. ,
,

LOW a of architectural symbols and abbrevkgions on a completed floor plan.
Discuss'theimportance of symbols and abbreviations tq pellpritect, builder,
building nspector and" buyer.

Evaluating Develop a checklist of- factors -to consider when evaluating t ..00r. plan (traffic
floor-plan patteins, covt&nience, privacy),yAew several different flooplan diagrams. Discuss

the major strengthsand limitations of eq0 in terms-of the checkliat factors./
Suggest changes'that Ootild make:the plans more functional..

t

; - Discuss the possible psychologial effects of space in the ,kollowing situations. .

;17-L ge,bedroom for one small:chird -- Bedroom - living room area
- -S all'bedroom sharpd by four children --Laundry room-kitchen are63

, ,

r-Breakfast IllYfOntog 'a. e62-
.

. ,.....,,,...,...
..,!.-fbrmult4p;g01,4elites -for -.:t18 in 1 'PA iiL

, ,,,, -4,,A.,,,L,-.---1- '-,,,_-
-.,,,,,,,

Vi.--es
--,---,-,1,---2x,,,,,,,i,;.:9.;:::,

t aveas..., , ...., .

....,



PROCESS
SKILLS

Ali

VAN'S
FAC10.115

CONCEPTS

Life cycle

4
LE 1.17e

STRATEGIES

Review floor plans in magazines, texts or other books.. Locate and draorne plan
which would meet th present needs of a newl d couple, but which co also be
adapted later to me t the ntieds of an expandin family. Show changes on the drawing
that could be made to meet additional spade needs. Discuss th nges in housing
needs, in the later years and indicate adaptions that could be de in the plan
during the "empty nest" stage of the family life cycle. -

Given situations describing individualsfaced with the need to alter their existing
anterior living environments, make changes infloor plans to meet their-needs (an
extra bedroom needs to be Converted into.a den or family room, a basement arJ'AvieedAt
to be changed.due to poo lighting and ventilation, office space needs to be provided
thouO no extra room is yailable, a living space for a'grandparent'needs to,be
arranged in a home with invited sleeping space). Share your plans in class'.

Reflection ) In small groups (pay roup differently), chooselia-new family situation and three
floor plans from Taml y Housing Simulations. Discuss alternatives family would have
in relation to floor plan choice.

List alternatives on shee6: List pros and coals for each floor plan and family members!
needs. List all possible consequences. (Use newsprint and markers.

1

Consequences

64

Alternatives PrOs/Cons

Flak decision for the family. Choos04-14okesperson to present the chose-ix plans
and reasons why they were chosen. Use`the lists made by the groups. Make a
transparency of the plan and,present to the cl se.

In looking at chosen plans., did each of you cOtisider the individual? The family as
a whotOgroup? Dipcuss energy conservation in relation to society.Do Universal
Consequence Test.

)

er
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PROCESS
SKI S

CONCEPTS

Career
opportunities

66

STRATEGIES.

What.it everyone chose a home floor plan and considered energy Plan itself?
What i1 everyone hated ,a small family but chose a large home?

Discuss career opportunities of realtor, home' economist and 'interior de6igner.
4 A

IEE -= EvalUate own floor plan at 'tome in relation to own family' membera'needs.
List positive ancknegative aspects of room xel,ationships, traffic patterns.,
arrangement of permapent fixtures, built-ins and placement of electrical outlets.
Suggest ways the structure could be 4hodified toimprove convenience, privacy and
livability.

Ask parents, brothers,. sisters, anyone in the home, to suggest chailges that might
help the floor plan fit the family needs better. Pale plan for alt6ring floor plan
if changes are needed; '

A

7
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PERENNIAL: PROBLEM

-PRACTICAL PROBLEM

I
'4

41.

: Tr: ' -. - ''':?'_;;;,.,:.-v-r:n :-.7.: f -1, ., .,

What,To Do- Regardiago0
Creating A Liv4ngitnvironment

What Shodld.I.D0 Regarding'
A Plage To LiA? .

,.

Mace of Residerice/MOving
-2

-

P

4

LE 1.1g

HOMEMAKING SKILkS
t

',Make arrangemeots fotlooving family and
household -goods .

, 'Organize and use resources

444

.
PROCESS
SKILLS

68

CONCEPTS'

7
ysycholoical
aspects of
relocation

Concerns due to'
proposed need
to relocate.

4 STRATEGIES

.Role Way the .rIlowing situations:

The only jWfOr a single high school or college graduate.. is in another
Wthe coutitryt .

-TA spouse lOes 4 acid comes home and announces'ibereAsrn9 Way to continue
;, ,

Paying,the..present rent. ,..,

4.n eight year oldchild.bas an accident' and loses eyesight and the school
sugge$ts attendance atithe State School for the:Blind:'

ti

- =John--John receivesword he has been accepted b.enter*511ege.
--Bed ty;;Is:entertng,hertjuuior year at bighschocol40.0 needs to, get' a job. The
.onllace shecats find one is across town near )ieb'.grandparents. ,'

--Nether s employer announces .the compATI.Y.Ybere Ahe VOrks 1.s. moving to another.
State and her continuation with-thecOmpatiy is assured if she can wive.

-,Grandfither can no .'longer. be cared for at'fiome fOlOWilag a stroke.

part

In
' . I A

.
.

In groups, analyze feelings portrayed intire role play. Gongiaert

- -What. might be, thesreactions of tbe'laMily members or the prin4ple characters?'
, -What threatening feelings 'might emerge?
--What would ,constitute a'belpful supportive atmosphere from family or pe

.
--Obat changes would be needed? 4, ''

r A.1*;40,41:k. 4A. ^"

0014* ..'411*".4910#440-
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LE T.18

PROCESS
SKI LS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES Ro A

Resources

Moving tasks

Moving methods

14,

C

70

Identify alternatives and consequences fqx the role play situations.

Invite a representative from Welcome Wagon'tO'class tp discuss services available ,

to relocated famillps. What adjustments and problems occur?

R e play how to help prepare emotionally concerned individuals. Do simulations of
w t to expect Xpreparing,fortarriving at summer camp or planning for/moving to .'
an ther state). .. *

Secure'relocation packets from the Chamber of Commerce, post office or personnel
department of businesses.

Identifysalternative psychological support in. the community (individuals who have
made similar moveq, friehds, child care'or .pet` bare resources).

Working in groups', list tasks that must be accomOlished7to Garry o 'it the move.
(Contact moving companies for speakers aid printed resources).

UsinFiresources, identify methods for moving your firniture and bel ginga overoa
long-aistance. ',What are the consequences of each of these methdds? What factors
affectc.the selection of moving methods?

Brainstorm wayA to move and discuss consequences of each,: (Self-41aul,' professional
'mover, station wagon, sell everything and buy new, othe0.)

Discuss wheri,a profeSsional,mover should be hired. Why would this bg desirable? A

Invite a reprfsentative from a Moving company to talk about company rides,
they assume, how charges are determined and when they must be paid.

Select a, location 500 miles away.' Calculate cost and disadvantages11of moving. What

ligations

seems best? Justify.

71

o
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CONCEPTS

144(...ra tasks
.1...o 4

b.21

Buying/selling
a home

Needed repairs
r changes in

new or present
location_,

t,

vo.

41.t :111

STRATE4S

`.

LE 1.18 I

A .nge for a panel to cinme to the class to discuss hidddn costs (phone fee, damage
eposit,'cable 'hook-ups, water sewer, turn on/off utilities):, items 'such a$ change

of address, transfer of pets an)iplants,

Study steps involved l'inlbu and selling a home. Interview individuals who:have" ..

recently lold-or purchlled homes withbut the aid of a realtor. Find out abdut the
advantageN.and di ages and -type of services ancj sources of information .that

P01are available to e bugler /seller. Before summarizing in class, invite a real
agentestate agent to discuss services offered by a reaLestate,firm when purchasing or

selling a home and the advantages/disadvantages of going through. an'agency. Compare
differences between thetwo' methods of buying and selling a home.

Biainstorm some common home repairs that might.be
,

made by oneself 'initially when
moving in, or at a later time. View film on repairs you can make to savq6the

_

cost 'of paying a repair person. ,

Debate -- It is important to leave the present location clean and in good condition?
Following the debate, analyze values or factors that would cause individuals to
make the comments they did. Also, reach a decision regarding what is best for,

all involved.
z

TEE -- DeVelop a "To Do" checkllst that would signal a satisfying move. Help.

someone move. Label boxes as to content and room where they will be delivered to
be unpacked.

73

e

a
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HOMEMAKING SKILLS

.

, ......

PERENNIAL PROBLEM
I What To Do Regarding

Creating A Living Environment

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

ICONCERN/CONCEPT

a

A

What.- Should I Do Regarding

A Place To Live?

Acquiring Housing/Type o Tenure

LE 1 . 21

Determine whether to rent, buy, build
' Gather, information regarding lelases,
rental agreement and contracts

PROMS
SKILLS

\ /

types,

.
.

pes Of'tpure

renting
14s,

--Condominium
( ownership.

1010,

'''Renting

--Legar terms

STRATEGIES

jive-sheets of newsprint around the room. LaUbl 1) House 2) Apartment

..j)/.on nfum, 4) Co- operative Search the want ads and cut out dwellings
You 'fitfit intb the categories. Glue to sheets and discuss the dwellings.

.

Xre tb y.alike? How bre they different? List words from ads that you don't

unAe and. Is it better to rent or own? Advantages and disadvantages?

:110.4:resOlarees, 1-dentodfy housing tenure terms and factors affecting the f4pmilyis
.:decision about type of4tenure (length of time family will live there, size of family,

.ri"come Savings"; affordability, valdts, likes and dislikes, activities of family).

What so tes would provide information on "type of tenurOrit
2' . I14r

. T...._',
... 4,.

'Using'resources'research the following types of tenure! owning .vs. renting, condominium

ownership, co- operative dwellings,- fee simple, etpative (doui7lies or dupleNi,, tenancy_ .A .

sharing or tenancy in common, subleaset-two or more people owning same home, common .

ownership. -,

`

Invite an attorney to clarify meaning of l terms commocly used Ain housing

transactions and to discuss-thelegal rightl. nd 'responsibilities of'the payties
it

involved in these transactions.

D
In pairs, visit several structures for 4ase or.rent, incligring about deposits;

iiRayments, rights and responsibilities oftenant.and-landlord and conditions4ofj
. - 0' 1. 7
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LE 1.21

PROCESS
1,1101.- SK1 S

40"

At

WIWI!
MOOR%

CONCEPTS 'STRATEGIES

--Services
to renters

--Tenant/
landlord
relations

44F

Lease

Insurance

J

rental agreements. Compare findings and discuss possible reasons for similarities
and differences.

..

Discuss rental housing with a rental age-n4reprelse tative, t nanta',union, or asi\,

person from the local apartment owners' association. Idea fy types of services
these organizations provide in selecting a living enV rohMent.

Invite a panel of4landlords and tenants to discuss "what makes a good landlord?",
a,"good tenant?". Research Ohio lawon tenants and landlords. Develop a check-
sheet or a handbook"for tenants.

,

In groups of two, role play the following situation taking the rolesf landlord
and tenant. From role plays, identify feelings held by both sides and possible
sollgions which are be't for all involved.

--The hot watik-faucet in Bob's kitchen has been leaking for a month. Three
calls.to his landlord have brought no' results.

--Ann, who is a college student with limited assets, has just learned her rent
will be increased $2.5,00 a month.,

-- Bill's landlord,, who came in to repair/a lock on a door, has discovered
greatk damage done by his dog.

--Bill land John signed an apartment lease,for a year. ,After six months John
says heis,moving out. The landlord says they are stift responsible for the rent.

--Mary punctured the coolant line while defrosting her apartment refrigerator.
Her landloiA says ihe's responsible for repairs.

List factors to conaid, r before signing a lease or rental agreement. See *Apart
ment Lease Queaeionn re, eview several examples. Select one that best meets
needs, rights and,responsibilities of both tenant and landlord.

USing.resourcee, list factors affecting the type of-insurance needed by landlord
and by renters,

O



CONCEPTS

L

STRATEGIES -Po

LE 1,21

Reflection

4

Using Family Housing Simulations, what alternatives in housing would your family
have? What factors (values, income) would affect your decision? Evaluate alter-

natives in relation to consequences. Make a largtii chart on chalkboard listing
family name and decision group makes; discussing the alternatives and consequences

of the. decisions.

MILY AND ADVANTAGES/',
INFORMATION ALTERNATIVES .DISADVANTAGES CONSEQUENCES DECISION AND WHY

Cr up.1

oup 2

Group

Group 4

.Individually, make:a dwelling decision based on information, gathered

situation. Discuss why decision was made.

How does our decision affect those around you? (Savings of family?

the family? Chance:of losing nership? Bankruptcy? Family values

vJ'14c-,

79

and family

Activities of
and goals'?
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A

:APARTMENT LEASE QUESTIdNNAIRE

Although you can observe many features about the apartment for yourself, you
need to ask about some things. Complete the foll6wing questions with yOur
new roommate (if you have selected one). Each question is worth 1 point.

1.. What is -the term of the lease?

2. What are the charges,if rent' is
paid late?

3. What is the sum.of the/security
deposit? A;

4. List the utilities the Lessee,
'must pay?

5. Are pets allowed?

6. Is subletting allowed?

7 How far in advance must the Lessee
notify the Lessor his/her inten
tions to,liaCate the premisesf

8. Identify two rules or regulations
you may feel opposed with.,

.44

9. Are children allowed?

10. When will the security deposit be
returned?

11. Can interior decorating or minor
improvements be'done? Under what
conditions?

12. Does the Lessee have a parking
space(s)?

a'

*Minformation-is not listed 1n the.contracts, write "not listed,"
f

What is the term of the rental
agreeme#t?

4

tie

P

4

80)
J

48;
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[PERENNIAL PROBLEM, I

10,

a

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

.
ICONCERN/CONCEPT

OCE S
SKILLS

ti

What To Do Regardin's Creating
'A Living Enfvfronment. A.

What Should IDo Regarding. A
Place to 'Live?-

...

Acquiring Housing/Financing

'1

Tactdrg affecting
financing

h

Financing termst
and concepts

.14

HOMMAI4ING4S,KILLS

LE 1.22

,; .Determite types and amount' of financing
for housing .

Select .reputable. real, estate 'broker
.".EXplore alternatiVes in financing

0

I.

STRATEGIES

.

Ueing,tlfpe Family Housing Simulations, give each family group a picture .of a home ana
a setv.i facts.aboui the home (could use real estate' advertisements or multiple list-
ing boilks). Consider queltiOns such-as: Where do 'I find inforinsition on finanding?
'How do I finance my. homer 'W1 0t values' and goals of the. family wit 1% affect the type
'of, financing;

--Amount of savings
--Other usee*for your savings

, IS/
--f ''ribrities in your life ' 4

t --Income,
,

- -Will both, husband and lif.fe work
- - What. happens- when famay goea,

to oveincome .(pregna4y, job
. -loss, ctiliOrkge, health, death) `,

_ .

Vs

--Dam payment
-7-Family planning/life cyclf

insuran,ce/protectiod 'for
your investment 'and, family

--Length of time you plan to; live
in the .home

--Commitment/respOnsibilitiel...

.0

Seek' and gather information about types of mortgages (gradtiated payment, flexible
payment, flexible loan, insurance, 'deferred interest , rollover. mortgage, reverse
motigrige), types of loans (comientional, VA, FHA,., contract 'sales, 235 or spdcikl'S.
fundfnk---federeil level, itisaster loans), titles, deeds,' closing coats,, insurance,
incomeaffordability, figuring finanv yates. CoAtact realtors in the community,
(batiks /lending agencies/HUD extension .publictkiison, National Association of Home
Builders, Fedeiitl National Mortgage,lio-oklet).

r-

4



PROCESS
SKI EIS

Or.

CONCEPTS

Fincing terms
and cohcepts-
(continued)

O.

4...
o v

R.

Intrest rates

1/4

w.

416

'STRATEGIES

)

LE 1.22

Invite an w officer to'discuss the types o& services provided by 'title insurance
compaliy. Dirs ss the advantages, costs and laws governing a houSing iVansact on made`
through a title company:

. .

.s.,.

,

Invite several resource peoplei..erealtor, representdtive, credit union administrhtor,
loatrofficer, lawyer apd-yeterans Id:ministration representatfYe) to discuss types of.
services provided by their organizdtionkto consumers making housing transactions.,
Develop aclass checklist to illustrate Oftanization0-and services proVlded in terms
of their -10Vue.

4 ,

r

gate the use of hewspaper ads, rontal 1101-47
rfamily ak sources of,inforMatio Investigate thC

es, real, estate agents, friends and
types of services and'financing

alternatives available.
46,

,

-Review several home loan -cohtractb to deteitriine tfie provisiOns contained in each,
including protective legal clauses and possible 'pitfalls. With a ldEn officer, discuss
th rights and responsfb$A0fies'of bdYerAsellengen4er ab statelln each contract.

,. .J. 4' *. - w -,....

ComPlete.samples of hbusink loan forms obtained from different lending
Gather'ad4itional information that, would be,necessary to obtain a hops
(insurance policy face iralue; debts, savings account),.. Summarize :what

Review the *Motitlient 'fables sand answer' ther following queations_:

institutions
ing loan
, you'letOned.

-.7What,is the monthly payment if you borrowed $35,000,at 9% for 20 years?
a25 years? 30'years?. " . k

--What is the monthly pdyment'.if you borrow,$15,00Q? at 8 for 30 years? at dol.

10.11;10%.? ,

=-How does the amount of time change payment?

$ I .
. .

. , )

-7 .40ov the payments change as the viten4rfases?. 4
4,,7-HOw doyour monthly payments chanmin relation.ot e amount of the down payment?

,,

It

. , I

.

. .

tnveptigete4he advantages and disadvintageSlof;making double payments on a
DiscussAwpolicies of various lending institutions with respect to double

home loam
mments.



LE 1.22

PR CESS__

SRII4S

OA IS

PACIORI

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

'Interest .rates

(continued)

Alternativet and-
consequence 42f
fin'ancing

Reflection

O

Investigate various types of loans that can by secured for home improvements. Include
informatiou on sour }es of loans, requirements 'for-obtaining them, finance charges,P
interest and total costs when reporting'your findinfs. .

4 Y----' 14 4.
.

.Using the Family, Housing Simulations, what alternatives in terms of financing.does.
your family have? Make a chart and list possible alternatives and,the consequences
of those alternatives,orthe advaritages or disadyantages of those alternatives.

.Discuss the following questions.

-,-What would occur if a family chose h crea
payment at the end of flit years?

- -What would occur if a family chose to fi

r
.

Make a decision concernift tie type of 'financing you, would choose for the family.
What factors Irifltienced the decision?

-Ar

V financir method such as balloon

ance the home with payments of $900
V month? The total family income 11,1'1, 00 a month.

- -In a rural/nonfarm housing TevelopmdEt, a-small threel'bedroom ranch with no
basement is syld-for $72,000. The couple buys At_on a VA loan with nothing
downs Payments are $1,20Q a month.-r ,\

-Couplqbought a split level,.three-bedroom,'
-$35,0fp home. They put $2Q,000 down on. the
seller carries the second mortgage for five
($8,400 a year). Balloon payment. is due. in
present interest rate will be at that time.

two-car garape, one and one-half bath,,
home. The interest rate was 17%. The
years. Payments are $700 a month
five years ($63,000) at whatever the

40.

How would the type of financingou choose affect Chet individuals in the family? The
entire -family? Society in general?

TEE- -Check current tnterest rates at several' different banks and lending agencies
within your, home town. ,. -

t

ao I-

4A-1Survey, inberest.rates Qf bthers-T-parentd, grandfiaients, neighbors. to
.

out how-different theyare'frOm.present interest. rates and compare.

.8 6

4,
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4

r

,

CONCEPTS

Reflection
(continued)

Property
insurance

1

Property taxes
I,

4'

I

4."

STRATEGIES

004

14E11,22

Develop a chart indicating how much the amount of the dovn"payment affecmmonthfyI
payments.

FRAMERO-Plan a field tilip.to a'realtor. 'DiscUss career possibilities and job
description.

Brainstorm the various perils against which properties are insured. Discuss the4osts,
coverage and need for each type of insurance. Debate the pros and..cons of obtaining
homeowners and renters insurance, based.on a cost-benefit analysis.'`

ReView brochures describing basic h.opeowners and renteisSnsurance.(seandard. fire
insurance, renters personal Propert7 insurance) and vat us forms of covera e
(property coverage, personal liability, personal property, living. expenses) Identify
and define common terms used. Compare the advantages and. disadvantages, c
covq0age and claim services of the different ypes of, policies.

_.,

.,,-
Invite An insurance claims adjuster to discuss_insurance claims And cove ge, prectu-:
'tion's to stake 6 avoid a lossiii;ventory of furnishings, serial numbers f appliances,
legal fencing) and the procedure to take in taking a claim should a'lo occur.

. ,Summarize points of the discussion,

Invite a repreBentative from an insurance agency to ddiscuss terminolo
insurance. Discuss the function of mortliage'insurance availabld to ho
renters, amount of coverage needed and Costs. Summarize the main'poin

InviIe.AApprepentative Prom' the' countyAssessor'd officesto discuss ways, in which.
propertyrffixes are ditermined. Est hate the total yearly taxes which'would have to
be paid tn'y#xiou's.Opes'of property, taking into account the currentIonter's and
landownerai'rebates, Compile'ghe information and develop' a list grcriteria to
consider when making financial,decisions regarding buyingbrenting a home.

'belated to

owners and
s covered.

Review dOrrent
*(4nsulaqpn)..,
the consumer;

.,,

legislation concerning rebates and tax deductions on home improvements
OrlInItorm Additional incentlyes that would benefit the envVonment and'

....
,ir A I 0, .».
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PROCESS
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e.

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

LE 1.22

Costs of housing

1

Comparison of
costs.

4

*

Financial' plan
dr housing.

8a

Invites builder to discus; the sts of including various features when a home is
built (dishwasher, second bathro m, garbage disposal). Make a list of those features-
which could be omitted while.sti 1 retaining basic quality.

Invite a realtor to disCuss,tile importance of property resale value and=factors'that
determine sousing costs. FOrmulate a list of factors which deterMine the probable
resale value of a home.

% s
,

Interview several landlords inyour community to determine total costs.of living in
various types of rental units. Compare your findings,. Discuss how these findings
might affect housing choices.

Obtain multiple lidting books from a local real estate office.. Using these books,
devise a'chart that illustrates characteristics that 9.ffect.the price of housing
(location, number of rooms, condition). Lobk t real estate ads describing local
housing choices, with prices blocked out. Pred t the selling price of each and
justify your predictions. Compare with actual pr ces. As atfollow-Lip, discuss the
current in hoaSing eosts. Debate the effects of thistrend on the likelihood
of-owning a h

Investigate the costs ofIbuying and renting comparable (size and quality) new and
*older homes, mobile homes, modular,homes and condominiums in different locations.
Compare total costs as wellas availability of financing. Summarise in a class
discussion.

;

..Gomplete a cost couiparisonsmi renting Versus buying a particular home for a five-year
_period of. time. Determine which is more costly, which offers more freedom/security,
iqhfch is lhe-helikr investment Ana which is more satisfying to the individual.l Deba
theisnue of renting versus tiu ing a home. Summarize factors",that influence decisions
related to/rehting ind, buying Ability, ,fiain*ance'costs,'personal ikills).

Invite a .paraion from your local Consum0 Credit Counseling Service o discuss budgeting'
uidellnes which apply to housing (the'reIaiionship of a' family's total income to the

.p tcentage of income that can safely be'allOtted to ,monthly house payment/rent, saving
for a dam-payment, making house payments or paying for furnishin§s). Identify credit

problemsimecifically related-tO boueillva041.10MOJimOfthillg-TWOutfel 90-
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LE 1.22

PROCESS
SKIM .S

tONC4fTS STRATEGIES

Financial plan
fbt housing

Reflection

/ 7
Estimate costs involved in family housing. Cite. thajor expenses in providing housing
(mainterance, iiturance, taxes). Predict the approximate' amount a newly-married
dbuple would spend for each expense at specific income leveTt. ,Interview couples to
deteimine the accuracy'Of your estimates. Summarize how the amount spent on housing
is related to the couple's economic and family situation.

Based on a projection of your income after graduation, flklAlate a financVplan for
housing. List your probable needs and wants and, using newspaper add, select dne
appropriate housing option. tevelop a checklist to use in evaluating the housing,
unit and then visit it to see how well it would meet your criteria. Report your
findings 'in class.

Choose a family from Fyysi.lat:SARVALt.21s. Create a financial plan for achAring
housing. .Include loansostiRterest rate; closing costs; taxes, insurance. Justify
your decision. WhIesources'ornrormation did You use?

.....................
,

1

.s-
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Monthly Payment Tables

The.tablep below show the monthly payments re
quired fto pay off loans of certain amounts at different
interest rates over different periods of time. If you
knout what you can pay per month, you can find the
loan terms you can afford. If you know how much
clownpayment yoti can maker you can tell how expen-
sive a house you can afford, by adding the doWnpay:
ment to the amount of the loan.

. _

,

,s20 yr. 8% ' WO%

r 15.000 125.15 1 .10p
', 20.000 167.40 3 )60

25.000 209.25 217.00
I 30,000. 251.10 260.40

35.000 292.95 303.80
40.000 .334.80 '347.20
60,000 418.50 434.00.

1% 914 %' 10%
135.00 139.80 . 144.90
180.00 18,6.40 93.20
225.00 233.00 241.50

270.W-279.60 289.80
315-.-00 326.?0 338.10
360.00 372.80 386.40
450.00 466.00 40.00

4

25 yr. 8% 8'/r% 9% 91/2% 10%
15.000 115.80 120.75 126.00 131.10 136.4
20.000 154.40 161.00 168.00 174.80 181.80
25.000 193.00 201.25 210.00 .21,8.50 227.25
31.000 231:60 241.50,252.00 262.20 272.70) I
35.000 2T0.20 281.75' 294.00 305.90 318.15

aL
40.000 308.80 322.00 336.00 349.60 363.60
50,000 .386.Q0 402.50 428.00 437.00 454.50 .

ti

I

30 yr. 8%,,,,,(41/2% 9%
15,000 110.10 115.35 120.75
20.000 146.80 153.80 161.00
25,0b0 183.50 192.25 201.25
30,000 220.20 230.70 241.50
35,000 256.90 269.15 281.75
40.000 29310 307.60 322.00
50,000 367.00 3114.50 ,.402:50

. 47

Source: Monthly: Payment_ bless. Consumer Information from-The Ohio Commerce'
Department Homeb eraGuide.

If .

91/2% 10%
126.15 131.64
168.18 175.52
210.25 219 50 a

252.30 263.28
294.35 307.30 .

336.36 351.04
420.50 439.00

6

55: 93
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[PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICALPROBLEH

CONCERN/CONCEPT

I

A

Sit

What To Do Regarding Ceatinp,
A Living EnVironment

I

LE 2,lle

What Should I Do Regarding ..Reccignize use and limitations of apPlianc9
Managing A Home Enviromilent? Utilize enerO conservatively in the living

environment
Regulatr lighting, ventilation, humidity

Energy/Conservation-Utilization and temperature

i*

PROCESS
SKILLS.'

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

11.

ITU

V

Energy use in
U.S. homes fly

Energy costs

Alternative ways
of dealing .with
energy 'costs

la

Using resources, research current statistioSon energy consumption related to housing.,..
Design a bulletin board to display these stgristics entitled 'Are.You.Energy Wlse?"
What,conclusione can you draw from these stdOstics?,Do you think energy"consumptiop
is a problem? Why, orphy not? Why should 40-be concerned. about energy consumption
for ourselves? Our families? 'Our .society? ',," .

Resealcch utility costs in your area-over the last few. years, Chart our findings on
a poster. Brainstorm reasons for cost changes.%1How do these costs affect consumers?
Businesses? Why should we be concerned about energy costs?

. ,.

flternatives as well. In each case, which alternitive isabest? Why have you selecte

, -,4!

amine the following vignettes, listing conseqowet of.the behaVior described; Ma
re.other alternatives in each of these vignetteet. Generate consequences for these

this alternative? Share your decision with the class.
.0

iii\/

Are all solution's to each probleth the same? Why or.101y ot? Mich tilternatiire lu-
, ,

tionwould the class be most satisfied with? Are the s lutions workable?. iy, or
not? 4

/
u7-In the winter en letting the cat out, Billy stands with the door wide open

while waiting r the cat to wander outside. -1. A ,

. l'

--;.Jill take's a long, hot shower every day, usj.ng. a ;najo part of the hot water.
7-Alan runs lie kitchen exhaust fan in winter. \

/, * t

,
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LE 2".11e.

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS. STRATEGKS

Alternativayf

Of dealing .with

energy costs'
(continued)

Energy-saving
appliancNs and
equipment,

' 4

Features of energy
efficient housing

-Ann comes home.from,schooltready. for a snack. eShe.starids in front of the
refrigerator with the door .open for one mite and '15 seconds- deciding what
to eat.

--Jack always leaves the lights on in his room.
A

Using resources, generate alternativewaysofiealing with -high energy costs. Make a
list of recommendations to cut energy usage, thus cutting'costs (turn.off energy-using
devices, reduce hot watertemperature, set _thermostats lower, increase- insulation).
Why have'you identified' these. alternatives? What would be the consequences of these
alternatives?.

IE--Experiment with a method of cutting energy costs in your home (use of foil, window
treatments,.making fabric snake for door threshold),. Keep a journal documenting. your
experimektt and share yonr findings in a class presentation.

4,
List appliances used in your home economics department and 'research the energy Cost of
using each applianbe using information from utility companies, appliance manufacturers
and other resources.: WhiCh have the highest energy costs? The lowest? How might
homemakers use this information? generate ways to care for and maintain equipment to
provide for efficiency.

A

Discuss what.ahould be c onsidered when making appliance pirchases. Visit a local
appliance store and gather the following information about dishwashers and air
cdnditioners.

--Find the energyt-efficiency labels on those appliances and compare the informatiori
- -Find the purchase price of each model and figure out Whip air conditioner and

dishWasher you,think is the best buy regarding saving energy. List the reasilns
. why you malkthese chbices.

Using resource s, create a checklist of features of energy efficient housing or use
*Features oiEnergy. Efficient Housing: A Cheoklist.
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Features of energy

efficient hctusing
(continued)

&t.

Reflection

98

d.

4'1

Whatedo yoU
4

Ehink caused them/to''mak the -suggestions th y did? Were there other, '
suggestionsthey might have made? 'Ohy (lc yOu think these suggestions were not listed?
What are the consequericel.of implementing theAe suggestioris for, ourselves? Oui
flmilees? Oui society? What are the consequences of noltimplementing these suggestions?

FHA /fIERO- -Using the above checklist, survey your own home
,

and other biomes in your
neighborhood to determine energy efficiency. Invite friends and'neighbors-frattend
clats'to,,listen to a speaker on improving home energy efNciency. After the clasp,
brainstormi plans to improve the-efficiency of specific homes in your rieighboihoodt.

Investigate solar orientation arid evaluate various homes based on what you learned.'
As a class,..deside which exposures are best for each room in thp homes'evaluated.

4.

VIIPHER0-=Contact your local utility company to secure publications giving energy,:
C-6nservationtips.6Use these together nathlooks,--tiagazines and pirsonal7Anterviewq-to
compile a list of-Ways individuals can help preserve the4nvironment (energy' &eying .'

tips, recycling, trash disposal). Sumtarlze.theviAttiiim'oniva tirOchure'to take
home or publith ideas once week in your local. orts,010 paper.

, .

b.. , . .

Complete and discuss ' *Baker's Dozen? )5et goals- an form a plan foriceting energy
costs in your home. Share your ,plan with:the clas .

3

4

a.

99
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.--1 Features of Energy-Effie ien't Housing: A Cbdcklist, ...4

. .
,\

. ' Rachel Wortham ,.,
r..1 P %

. .. %

.4 Thd efficient use of energy in the home has become an important consideration for
consumers. Although modirn technology has provided alternative forms of
housing:the c nventOnal single-family repidence continues to be the norm. If con-

.,. sumtrs are to .e luate the 'advertising claims fo;1- energy-efficient houses made by
builders across t eountr1/4 they need informatbn about what constitUtes the

.energy-efficienr ho e package. The following checklist is designed to help consum-
ers assess. the energy efficiency of a house in five areas: siting and orientation,
thermal resistance, airkakege, serving systems, and attic ventilation.

It is important 'to renternber that energy efficiency is dependent not only on the
design and conitruction of elousa, but alLi:1 on the energy use habits of those who
live in it. Building a home to be energy-efficient will redtie energy costs only if the
occupants arc cpmmitted,to an energy - efficient lifesty10. .

( .'
Does the location of thehouse allow for the greatest amount of sorer radiation

to the south wall during the heating season?
*Does the position of the hod?. take advantage of air currents in hot weather,

'aflowing for natuntl ventilation? .

--Does the landscaping 'contribute to reducing consumption by.providing wind-
breaks or shade or access to sun?

---Arethe least used rooms placed on the north side of the house (in the temperate
zone) as winter windbreaks? . ' ' ) .,

Do overhangs on the soutfeside shade interiors from the summer sun while allow-
ing the lower winter sun to penetrate glass areas? , 4

f Insulation - I , -..Is the R value, of the insulation (a measure of the resistance to heat flow) adequate
'for your region? . .e

_ ,
Has ceiling insulation been.Checked for settling? ...,

7,Does the R value of the insulation meet the specifications of city building codes?
--ls perimeter insulatictmadequate tcheduce building heat loss and eliminate "cold.

spots" around'the slab; wall perimeter? ," .

Air Infiltration
Are all joints and cracks either caulked or weatherstripped?
Is the area between the slab and framing sole plate sealed?
Are openings for electrical and plumbing systems sealed with foam or ti Y

packed insulation? ;

Are doors and windowi weatherstripped?,
Havejilid core or insulated doors been used to reduce heat loss? X
-Is the vutibule enclosed in order to reduce air infiltratibn through eptries?
Is the Buse eqdipped with storm doors and window's or are windows either

thermal glass or double-glazed?
Are windows protected from winter wind by placemenfrof through4the-Use of

willdbreaks? t
.Are windows less than 20% of the outside area and less that! 10% of the floor.

space?
Are glass screens used on fireplaces to reduce air le akage?

-,,-DO fireplace dampers function add seal tightly?
. i

Site and Location

4 r,

qt

100
Source: Tips and Topics, Housing Alternatives, Vol. XX. No. 2.
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` Serve* Systims . , . - . - -. ,

. Has upgraded insulin n into a4cOunt'In determining the size of the:
- .heating and cooling equi

- .....

.,

Are.ducts wciiippedia inch batting?: ,' °

)Sre the more iffictent gas w r heaters-with Electronic ignition used rather than
. N. - .

-,
- electriit water heatere c,..._ ., ,

--Are hot wipter tanks plited near plumeed.areas?
Are hot via* pipes insuraled? .... .3-,

, AreiflOw coltrol devices'raid In fdirciti and showerheads to :ay.e oh hot water ,,,,consumptiOitl - '''' -; Ir.- .
Attic ientitatiosi

--- ,- " ... ,.

Po attic Vents, 'HOW a-large volume of air o move continually through the roofdeck? .5 /
t

.Is attic ventilation stifficient-to maintain comfortable room temperatures in theItiMnittf .
-.--

.iAre shingles Itght-colored)n order to reflect heat and light away from the roar
t t

es. I,
, ..,

..."4

5

5/

SI

te

t- 1,

Itmehal Worsham is an instructor and research.
associate in the Department of Family Manage-
ment. Housing, and Consumer Science at Texas
Tech University. Ms. Worthatri wrote "Renting
vs. Buying," "Features of Ent scent Nous-
ins" and is co-author of "Dow Earth
Savings,"

1 oi
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44.

1

BAKER'S DOZEN

)441b.

List thirteen.(a "baker's"Oozen) -of your favorite items In
your home which require electricity to operate.

--It there were decree which said you had to use less
lielectricity, d,aw a line through the.three items which

you could really do without, .

1

-- Circle. the three which really mean theAlost'to you. and
whichjou would hold on to until the very end.

\<..

Look back over your list and your decisions and consider:

--Why did you decide to do without the three items?
Why did you want to keep the other three?

What kinds of things which you own are nice but not,
necessary? Are they important?

--Whip other possessions do you, enjoy? Which one's could
you give ip if you had to?

102 4.
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

a/

I

What To Do Regarding Creating'
X Living Environment

What pould,I Do Regarding
lanaging A Living Environment?

.

Energy /Alternatives

1-

L

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

LE 2.12

Shdp for goods and services
Plant tree y and shrubs
Adapt housAng to use natural,
sources of energy

1

T

1

PROCESS I

SKILLS

103

CONCEPTS

enewable and
rionrenewable
energy resources

I

.

ATRATEGIE5
t

Take the *Energy Opinionnaire as a,pretest.

Define energy and identify-

On an overhead transparency
what questions or concerns,

the two major forms.

or on a bulletin bolerd, write

raises. Look up: the word

definition on the transparency.

"Laws of thermodynamics.
I V Ask

thermodynamics and put

The lmws Of,thermodynamics were formulated .in `the first half' of the nineteenth

oentury.by Joule, Carnpt and Clauaius.arid were identified as the relationships
. /

lj

among energy; heat, and Wor ' .-

..

They were stated aN. ...
1. 'Energy and matter c neither .created nor destroyed.

2. The energy of the universe is constant, but whenever energy is used,

it loses some of its'qUplity:
All energy or sources,belong po One of two grOups-t-renewal* or nonrenewable.

Renewable energy" resources are: solar; geotherMal, wind, 'tidea,.woh, watet,

fusion, refuse. : ,

Nonrenewable energy resources dre coal, natural gas, oil,` uranium;.

Adapted from Renewable and,Nonrenewable Energy
Resourcas,'Theit Present and.Fiiture Availabb.ity

I
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LE ..2.1.?

PROCESS

'ROILEM

.CONCEPTS STRATEGIES f I

.

Renewable -and

nonrenewable
energy resources
(continued)

cf.

Family chlices.

4.

Comflunity action

ScientifiC
resew c
knawl

Financial adpects
of alternative
energy resources'

105

What should we do ,about energy use, in our homes? How can we make a differe

In groups, do research and develop reports to'be presented to the class on each of
renewable and nonrenewable energy resources- Include in the reports?'

,--Prac6.cality of this resource--advantages and disadvantages.
- .

.
,-Stage of development.,

6 .s--

-- Present understanding of how thisiesdurce could be used.
-How the-energy resoarce can be transported and stored.

Working in yotir assigned family situatrn from Family Housing Simulations, consider:

--What ehoics you ,have to help renew energy resources?
--What could/should the community. dot

the

FHA /HERO -, -Meet with the mayor orcity cOtilatil to deterkine what the present energy
considerations are for the community, Ittentify the consequencesof each suggestion.
What are the consequence's if no action is taken?

/

1

Devise projects with'the assistance of the science deparEment to ' research effepts of

; -11

,
'r

solar energy, foliage, wind and air currents, humidity, undet'ground spaces, on the
heaeYcoolness. How might the implementation of Jails derived reduce energy costs end
save ener for others? Didcass and share at the achool science fairs.

f t

Ask a contrictorlif.sOlar and underground homes, a landarape spepittlist toetafk
the claSs:on howenbrgy to control heat/coolness can be produced via,current technology.A

Comparecost of bnilding'a home -4*ng 'Solar heat, to a traditional one'heat,ed with .

.electricity gas or oil. tonsidOccmftntenance and utilization cbsts. Reaearch :cost-
Of adapting a..Corrent dwellinrwith Xraditional:forms of heating andsoOliaa tosolar
heat.

"What arelthe constraints of underground homes?
- -What would be the advantages? DiScuss 'why you listed these constraints and

advantages;

--Wh00,values,and factors affect these advantages and constraints?
' e N.,

.1A

;,4
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PROCESS
SKIDS CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Futuristic alter-
natives to energy
use

School support

Reflection

10`7

IEE-7Investigate energy'fort6 of the future.

IEE--Make changes in your present home to take'mOr'e advantage of solar
changes in humidity, wind currents and/or foliage. ,6

FHA/HEROMake a list of recommendations for your commdnity on how
Start a school,contest to determine who can come up with the longes
Submit to local officials.

Take pretest *Energy,Opinionnaire as
any.

)0

AP.:t

energy,

40.

to renew4knergy.
t practiCal list.

a posttost.,Oiscuss changes in" opinions, if



4,

ENERGY. OPINIONNAIR1

/ -

To help you to look at the issues related- to energy consumption, complete
the folloying activity: When you have finished', you may wish to compare
your opinions with those of a classmate and discuss differences. Keep
your completed Opinionnaire and r(Nr,to it later to see if your opinions

# have changW in any way.

Directions: Cross out the word or phrase within} the parentheses which
least indicates your opinion.

I believe that:

1. There (is, is not) a shortage of oil in our country.
.

.

2. We (should should not) ienerat,p more energy by nuclear and fossil
uels.-

Ok

3., Solar energy technology forjgenerating electricity (is, is not)
wel4 established at this trine.

4. Government funds (shoulct, should not) be used to develop thd
railroad'and barge traff c.

5. Nonreturnable and disposable containersjShodld, should not) be
discontinued.

6. Everyone (should, should not) observe reduced speed limits to
conserve energy.

7. The"government (should, should not) restrict the size of cars.

8. We (should,' should not)' develop energy resources regardless of
environmental gists.

A

9. All demands for energy (will, will not) be met..in the year 2000.

'
ld. Strict federal laws (will, will' not) be the major factor in energy

consumption.

11. Nuclear power (is, is not) too dangerous to be used in producing
electricity.'

12. The produ of an adequate.supply of energy (is, is not) a major
e

problem in our country today.

13. Energy production (should,
should not) be, ontrolled by

,

government rather than private
industry.

14. Alternative energy sources such
as winO, geptnermal; solar and

doetttel,pa4W(are, are not)
receiving adequate funds for
their development,

t'
1 .

Adapted from Consumption and Conser-
vatien enneedee CurrieulumGui eh



PERENNIAL PROBLEM

1

pRACTItAl. PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
SKILLS

1

What ToYDo'Regarding Creating
A Living Enilironment

What Should, I Do Regarding
Managing A Home Environment

Home Maintenance/Management
Propedures and Processes

-Re

.for performance
of home main-. -

tenapce tasks

Time-seiving

ideas

110

.

LE 2.21e

HOMEMAKING SKILLS
r

)1g-evelop schedule of routine household tasks,,
*.Keep. a calendar of activities .

Organize tasks to save time and energy
* Plan time alone to relmi
*Plan and coordinate family activities
Set priorities for use ,of time

4.4

STRATEGIES

Discuss statement "A. woman 's work is'never dene."

--What is women's work?
--Who washes they dishes in your Ilome?

.-17-Who makes the beds in your home? .

--Who cares for the lawn?
P

F

7

Analyze your,family's monthly plan involving family members in the performance of the
daily, weekly and occasional homeAsintenance tasks. Are the responsibilities shared?' -

If. so, -how? Does-everyone in the family have responsibilities? What are the conse-

quences of sharing responsibility for home maintenance "tasks"?

Demonatrate energy and time-saving ideas (dovetailing basks) by performing two skits.
the fkst of a homemOker using time - saving Ideas and the second concerning a homemaker.:
who does not udt time-saving ideas, After viewing the skits, generate consequences of

ea'h alternative. WhAt values, goals or situational Eric ors might influence a person's

.1)decisio to use or not use trine -- saving ideas?

. .

. .

Collect deas from magazines and-newspaper household hint columns. Identify hints that

would be best for specific situations.

List ten routine tasks Oat can be done in a home. Rank order. the tasks. 'Compare your

ranking with other students. How do they compare,. If you only had' 011ie s to do three
tasks, which three would you coispXete? Why? 14hat would happen if:?they were not completed?

.

. .
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LE 2.21e

CONCEPTS .

Time-savling ideas
(continued)

X

SoUrceg of home
maintenance
information,

112

STRATEGIES

Interview families at different stages of the life cycle in your community. As how
Much time is spent on maintenance tasks. Which family member completes each task?

Is the time used efficiently? "If-not, how might energy and time-saving ideas be used?
dompare information.

Interview-homemakers who started working outside the home.- List ways they identify.
rearranging or changing priorities in home maintenance.

Using Family Housing Simulations, discuss how different types of homes reeuirepdiffer-
'ent maintenance and:preparepharts illustrating hoW simulated families would corqplete
maintenance tasks in their homes. Consider resources, style of home.and .values. Discuss
what happen if ,family member, becomes works overEime, and... Present skits'
illUStrating how. the-simulate0 families share-home maintenance requiremdits. Discuss
whether or n;'t the "Maintenance skits" seem realistic to the family situation?

% . .

Analyze your family's sharing of maintenance tasks.- Does everyone do his/her fair
Share? Who spends.the most time doing maintenance? Who manages the aintenance tasks?.
Develop a plan for improving maintenance tasks in your home.

.
,

IEE--Analyze ways, cooperation in home maintenance maurovide more leisure time.
;

IEE--De4relop two hpme maintenance, schedules for yoUr.Smily, ,Try each. Compare
.result. Revise. i

.r..e.,.._.

.

IEE-!-InVestigate time-saving maintenaff9edevices for handicapped people. Share infor-
mation with class. :. .

.-

Collect

,E

brochures and catalogs on home maintenance information from several soyrces.

Prepare a bul etin board'display'of publications from. a variety of homemainxenahce
inforMakoms urces.

'40

e



HOMEMAKING SKILLS.PERENNIAL PROBLE

I PRACTICAL PROBLEM
. .

CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
SKILLS

4,

s iy

What To 1o.Regarding Creating
A Living Environment

Ghat Shciuld I Do Regarding
Managing A Home Environment?

Home Maintenance/Care and Cleaning

Keep phings picked up
* Select household cleaning supplies
Perform simple cleaning tasks

LE 2.22e

CONCEPTS

. ti

yaruas influenc-,
in care and

earring' of lime

enVi'.Ament ,

)

rotuatior&l fgc-

rsinfluen4ing
care 401eaning
of home. and

environment

f-Tim0

-Mpney.
-Skill

114'

4 # ' STIITEGIES
I-

If a candid camera were brought into your bedroom at this time,
look. v 4

- 1 2 ' 441, .

,

, :1,4

1261e play the folio AL., situations, '-'-`..7
.

. -C2Your.favorite.aunt is coming to visi. .

--You need your swimming suit,by 'Saturday and yojcanno4cannot
--A 'bedroom is shared, One person wants to take time to
not c/,,

Within the role*situations:,,

--Detetmine
--Determine
--Determine
--Deter Mine

--Determine

What alternatives youi'haVe.
the condequences.of each alternative ch en.:
'values .you hold that influnce your choice of a
who will be reSpon ble for follow through
Skills necessary "'to fol160 pmoug on fhe c

In small...groups; "aCt.ou ' a household cleaning Commercial,
to thy- following:

describe how it would

find it.
clean, the other does

.te,rnatiVes4

onthe alternetiVe.4
sen alternative.

Discuss questions similar

--Determine' cleaning .agents in the, hclie or that you have seen advertised.. 1
-Which ,of 008.e, products do thelsame."job"? CoOtd one product be Used for

-Is ttierg .a ;cost "di ifetence ?.

4,4
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LE 2.22e

PROCESS
.,SKILLS

4. 0

1.

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Situational fac-
tors influencing
care and cleaning ,

of home and
environment
(continued)

Reflection

Make *Cleaning Aids For Homemakers. Test In department.
a

Show an item to the class. Ask each individual,to determine 1.f she/he would clean
the item, and if so, how? If so, how often?

demonstrate or explain what the consequencesUsing'the students' chosen alternatiVes,
would be for each alternative.

Product

Draperies

Wood table

Alternattqe CongeqUences

Dry clean
Launder

Water

Expensive, limited shrinkage
Less expensive, may-shrink

Warp the wood

Designate an area of Om room to put "Household Cleaning Tips." Determine what values

are related to the different tips and possible skills that may-be or need-to be

developed. Post this information as well.

Select an item to clean. Investigate the varied alternatilibs for the cleaning of the

item and the consequences of each alternative. Report the information to the class,

4FHA/HERO-- ite news article "Satisfactory SuggestionsSafe and Saving."

IEE--Orginize a cleaning basket at home. Use the items in the basket.

Compare the cost of cleaning agents.--consider end results, time, cost and money

involved.

IEE--Reorganize a-scloset. Add shelves and other space savers.

,-



"ICLEANIN
4.1

" Are your tired of going in your cleaning closet only to find yeu have 100 different
bottles of cleaning liquids? Try this ?swipe for a general all around cleaning fluff,.

'Use this as a cleaner for general cleaning about the'hones

Y

AIDSFOR HOMEMAKERS

2 tablespoons ammonia
2 tablespoofts liquid detergent
1 quart vatbr

Mix and use for general household cleaning..

* * * * * * * *
P

Thrsemethods in _makk.j.ni a dues olelk

1. Use soft cloth that doesn't leave lint. Put into tin'oentainer or Jar with al'elw
drops of fUrniture polish,soil, or wax. .

2. A solution: 1 tablespoon mineral spirits
1 quart hot water

Dip square of clean cloth into this solution. !fring out, dry and store:

3. Solution: 1 tablespoon mild soap powder
1 mart warm water
1 tablespoon household ammonia
2Ptablespoons linseed oil or furniture polish

Mix ingredients in No. 3 well and, dip soft, cotton cloths into the seluticin. After
a few minutes, squeeze out. Dry and store. Store dust cloths in covered container
such as glass jars or coffee cans. Keep them clean; wash them often. Treat cloths
again after each wash.

ss* * * * * * *

To clean varnished. Surfaces use the following solution:

3 tablespoons boiled linseed oil
.1 quart of hot water
1 tablespoon mineral spirits.

A

Wring out cloth of this mixture. Wash surface and wipe dry. Poliah dzy with
a soft cloth. Protect neighboring-surfaces from the solution:.

CAUTION: DO NOT HUI THIS MUMS MAD = IT IS FLOAUtil

* * * * * * is

Grease spot on wall paper min sometime be taken out brputting a paper towel
on it and pressing% warm iron on it'for s few seconds

:*Adapted from, the Colorado CurriculumhGtiide.and the Ohid Cooperative Extension
.Alervice Pamphlet.
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HOMEMAAK.ING. SKI LLS

0

r,

PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

o .

CONCERN/CONCEPT

,4

'What To Do Regarding Creating
A Living Environment

What Should I Do Regarding
Managing A Home Environment?

home Maihtenance/Maintenance
and Repair.

t

LE: 2.23

Eyaluate advantages of do-it-yourself
repair/
Budget for home repair
perform simple carpentry and reptir

4

PROCESS .

SKILLS-
CONCEPTS

,

STRATEGIES

I

S

119

:::117.:44;11;'."

Maintenance,
of equipment

1

Show.. class a piece 9f equipmenckfrom the laboratory.
itmOrkstfunctions. Does' It fOction ppperly?

Examine it closely to see if

If it does not function properly,what_are-your alternatives?
it, take it to repair'shoiO

(Throwit.out, repair

What shovld you do . regarding maintaining and repairing equipment?

An item at home needs to be repaired .=-Slidin dlOstedoot
sl

Complete chart below.

ALTEiNATIVES: CPNSEWENCES
ipm4101mmaw

5.0the*s

tet-4140VOR. rta'aft-et N.406T04.



LE 2.23

PROCESS

DAIS
YAWLS
MOONS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Maintenance
of equipment
(continued)

Sources of
maintenance
information

Equipment

121

Referring to chart, what, values are implicit,in each alternative and cons.muence?
Evaluate the consequences of each alternative in terms of time, cost and skills
necessary, If you choose different alternatives and consechlences,- what vanes are
implicit in that decision? If you choose to repair an item yourself, determine
knowledge necessary to accomplish.

Use The Home Maintenance Repair, *It from the Ohio Department of Vocational Home
Economics Education. (This kit contains blueprints, directions for making
and student topics including electricity, plumbihg, doors and window repai
and furnace repair and walls and floors. If this is not available in your
district? consult with the indugtrial arts teacher for assistance.)

Choose-three repair jobs, including the wiring of an electrical item using
writer's knot. Practice the skills peeded to do these home repair jobs..

Have a Squeak Raid.
0

Adjust the cold water faucet in a sink or bathtub to
cup under the drip and collect-water for-20.minutes.
wasted in one hour, one day, one month and tine year.

.

Stop atilleast one .squeak around the school.

faucet dripping. 7 .1

mockups,
r, heating
school

the under-

a steady drip. Place a measuring
Calculate the amount of water
Determine ways to eliminate

Develop a'list of bOOks available in your library /or simple home repairs.
classes in local adult education programs.

Check for

List equipment -needed for*basic repairs. Howmightyou acquire.tools,ana equipment?
(Itellt,tuY,borrowfromfarnilyorfriend,borrowfromlocalservice agency.)

I

TEE- --Make a needed repair at home .using new skills. .

Evaluate with Open-endeequestions'.

--If any Window rattles...

roof leaks...
-!-If I have .a hole in. my wall..-.

Ft 122



IfERENNIALPROBLEM I

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

1.)

CONCERN/CONCEPT

SKILLS .

/

4.1

What To D6 Regarding Creating.
A Living Environment

4

LE 2,24e

What ,Should I Do Regarding Eliminate safety hazards .in, the home

Managing A Home Environment?

Home Maintenance/Safety

CONCEPTS

1

Factors affecting
home safety

Ifome hazards

STRATEGIES

Bring in and display items from home or sch601:thatPare hazardous or unsafe (frayed
electric cord, unmarked poison container, slippery throw rug). _Discuss why we should
be concerned about safety for ourselves and our families?

What factors affect'safety in your home?

I

- -Money

- -TiMe to check hazards
- -Time to repair hazards.
- -Lack of orianiiational.pkills
- -Lack Of knowledge to recog-

nize or.repair.bazards

Conduct a health

Using resources,
each hazard.'

Do,*HoMe Safe or
DiScuss.

- -Various ages of family members
--Cooperition of family members
--Pets in the home
--Physical handicaps'Of amilyomembers

and safety hazards survey in your home. %

create a list of.common safety halards and discuss how to"-eliminate

in small groups, create a collagejq safety,hazards in the

Collect. newspaper clippings related to. home accidents.
precautions that could 'have prevented these Sccidente.

ome,



PROCESS,
SKI S

. CONCEPTS

Home hazards
(continued)

.1

Electrical
safety .

Fire safety

A

STRATEGIES

LE 2.24e

Investigate ways in which home poisonings (from household products, plants). and other
accidents (falls, burns) can be prevented. Summarize by developing a list of specific
precautions and treatments. Bring a shoebox to class and use to assemble a simple
fist .aid kit.

In a 'circle discussion, share accidents that have j'curred'in your home due to-care-
lessness.. Summarize ways'in which these could'have been prevented.

**/in your home as to number and convey ence of availAble
out what safetycontrols are present (numbers of circuits,
breakers available). Summarize your .findings and make

Analyze one or more rooms
electrical outlets. Find
used andtypes of circuit
su estlons for i rgg mp ovem t.

- 4

Invite an electrician.or a utility,00mpan representative, to discuss home electrical
wiring and the use of electricity. .Chec your home toee whether it has fuses
or circuit breakers. Iri.clais, dis whqk,it means to.4 low a.fuse" or "trip a
circuit breaker." . Summarize:principles of. s" fe electric 1 usage..

Discuss use of appropriate extenfpn'cords for sPecifiCapplIances.

Develop plans Do use'during aipower outage. Make-all necessary arrangements at home
for preservag safety during such an emergency... Share And' discuss plans in clasS.

Invite a firefighter to discuss steps which can be taken to prevent'home fires and
Orocedures to.follow.when a .fire'breaks out. Develop 670 fire escape routes for your
lone. Sketch the-rouies and bring:tio chess fOr evaluation. Encourage your faMily
to have a fire'drill to practice thestep that should be taken case of a home
fire. Report results in class.

Develop,a display of fire extingUishets d-substanc that could be used to put out
fires (salt, baking soda). Identify Appropriate time. to use eac
department or invite a representative to demonstrate the use of f
and other fire retardant substances. Summarize procedures', leas
preventing kitche flres:an tops, totAitet Wtien:.#0.:Odc

s,.

. Visit the fire
re elctinguishers

d. Discuss 'war) of
C



PROCESS
SK

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

I

LE 2.24e

,

Fire safety
(continued)

Or.

Safely practices

Reflection

2.7

Analyze the types of smoke detectors available, including their cost and value

Summarize yolrfindings.
.

,

, .,

*

Compile a list of. safety standhrds one should consider when selecting furniture or

large appliances for the home. Distribute to interested. persons.

Examine owners' manuals of equipment.for isafetyinformation. Discuss and make

recommendations for a filing system for owners,' manuals.

Selecto home or other structure in your community. Analyze howwsafe it wouldrbe for
A

usethylperions with various types of physical handicaps (the visually imphired,'

hearing impaired,.wheelchair users).
,

. #

FHA/HEROList safety practices which must be observed tgr small children. CoMpare

this with a liat-prepared for standard home safety. Note theNdif4erences. Plan a

serAes of short lessons to present to younger brothers, Sisters, cousins or other

ch&ldren teaching them safety_practices. ,
.

IEEOrganize a family meeting to discuss hazards in your own holfits Develop coopera-

tive pl!ni for making adjus,tments and sharing responsibilities for safety. Be sure

to include steps which can be taken tp prevent poisonilig, fires, burglary, falls and

other accidents.
I

Choose a family from FamilZ Housing Simulatilps. Identify special styllety needs for

the family and list safety practices to be followed: h,

128
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'PERENNIAL PROBLEM

be800
1--k

J

IPRACT I CAI: PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT
.

PROCESS
SKILLS

or

What To Do Regarding Creating
A Living Environment

/1

What Should I Do Regarding
Managlng A Home Environment?

4' .

Equipping'and Furnishing,the
Home /Equipment Selection

LE 2.31e

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

- Purchase household equipment
Read and interpret warranties
Read and.inferpret use and care booklets.
Evaluate advertisements

CONCEPTS'

'Factors influenc-
ina price

Consumer'

information

Buying
guidelines

'STRATEGIES1

Take an inventory of small and large equipment. in.ybur home.
vir

--Which items are neveror seldom used? - -

-Which items are used monthk, weekly, daily?
--Which items require maintenance?
--Which items need to be repladed?

Identify those items which areigeded and,those which are*nice ampere
inventories in class. Analyze similarities and differences. by de these similar1-1
ties and differences occur?

'lake a list of .equipment one might find in a home. Afterp.eoh appliance, Writeothe
price you could expect to pay. Use newspaper advertisements ana ordei'catarogs
to obtain actual prices. Create a range of p les fore each item; Identity factors.
which - affect the Prices.

'Select any electrical appliance in the home economics laboratorY.,arid locate its name-
plate. .-List-all of the informatiOn given on the nameplate, Study ow use and. care
manual. Analyze.thg usefulness of this information to'the buyer betole And'afte the

.

,
sale. . .

Using resources, Ova* a list of buYing'guide ines)tCOneOr those:

--Buy on the basis of quality of performance of theequipmint's basic job.
the relationship betwaenTrice-AnkquAlAtY.
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LE 2.31e

PROCESS

a

VAIUIS
PAC TONS

CONCEPTS

Buying
guidelines
(continued)

,

Reflection

STRATEGIES

--Buy in terms of your'siduiition and needs.

- -Find out as much as possible about the piece of equipment before you buy.
a. Read printed information about the equipmentsUch as Consumer Reports and

Consumer Bulletin, specification sheet from manufacturer and advertisements,
b. Ask questions.
c. Try out 'equipment.

d: Determine any special requirwents (wiring).
e. Talk to satisfied customers.

- -pow the meaning of seals of approval.-
a. American Gas Aisociation
114 Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
c. Magazine peals

--Judge the equipment in terms of how easy it is to use and care for
- -Buy from a reliable dealer.
- -Read warranty or guarantee.

What are the consequences of using buying guidelines? Of not Using the buying guide-
lines?

._4

Review examples of.household equipment advertisements. Evaluate the consumer infor-
mation provided in each. Formulate guidelines for using this type of resource
information. Compare to information in consumer magazines.

Bring in four different mixers of different qualify and cost. Discuss ad-Vantages and
disadvantages of buying each mixer. What factors would affect your decision of which
mixer to buy? \

In Family Housing Simulations, select six major and three minor appliances, consideri
. .

ing the resources, needs and values of family'rembers. Justify your decision.

Examine the last purchase in your home. What Nvwere considered in thepurchase?
Was it a wise purchase? Why or why not?

IEE--Select a piece of equipment for a gift. donsider the values and needs of the
persop for whom you Are buying the. gift.

4 4C

.

+.%
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

flo

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN /CONCEPT

Nfiat To Do:RegarAiing Crating .

A Living Environment

What.Should I Do Regarding
Managing A Home Environment?

---

Equipping and Furnishing the
Ho71Eqiiipment Selection

A LE 2.31

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Determine type of appliance/service
for individual lifestyle.

p

PROCESS
SKILLS

"CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

p

Brainstorm a listof the small and large househbld equipment vailablp on the market.
Individually rank the items in terms of the importance of possessing each. Determine
which household equipment you would choose to own if you could afford only one.
Explain your choice. Diyiuss which items you could- do without and why you may choose
not to have them (energy conservation, cost, need),

?

Choose a family from Family Housing_ Simulations, Re-rank the list.frOm above for that

family. How does it differ from your list? How do you account for the differepces?
Review your selections again considering such factors as!

--Will the family use it frequently?
--Does it.have the features the family needs or wants?
--Will the size of the equipment fit the.family's living space now and in the

future?
- -Will the,color be desired over.-time?
--Can the equipment be moved easily? (For, example, is the doer handle inter-

changeable on the refrigerator?)
- -Will the cost of operation fit the family budget?
- -Are there proper utility connections within the home environment?
- -Will the total cOst of the item fit within the family's budget?

137



PROCESS
SK s

CONCEPTS

Resource costs

V

- 13.8

t-

LE 2.31

STRATEGIES

Investigate and Compare the costs of using human energy-saving appliances versus
conventional appliances (Self-cleaning oven versusoven'tleaner, frost-free refrigerator
versus traditional refrigerator). Discuss the effects of these energy-saving devices
on the supply of natural resources.

0

List appliances in the home whichkuse.water. Investigate and compare the amounts of
water each uses. Brainstorm recommendations for conserving.water in the home (Using
appliances'with care, not using certain household equipment, not allowing fauce ;s to
drip).

Measure the.amount of water used in the family washing machine for one week. Calculate?
the amount of water which could be saved by running only full loads and by using a
water /suds saver. attachment. Investigate the availability of water-saving devices
that can be used for washing machines. Report findings in class.

Given examples of gimmicks Often used in the sale of household equipment, identify
factors to consider 'when selecting household equipment (design, safety features, brand,
construction, cost, use, care, efficiency of operation, guarantee, warranty,-appearance,
storage required). Discdss the importance of selecting equipment on the basis of
quality rather than method of salesmanship.

r

Investigate warranties and guarantees accompagying
warranty/guarantee regulations and how they Affect
maintenance of household equipment. Differentiate
and discuss special warranty features important to
equipment.

household equipment. Identify
the selection, purchase, \iselind
between full and limited warranties
consider before purchasing household

1 .
1

Investigate consumer information magazines to identify s &tection, use and care guide-
lines for purchasing one tyPeof,honsehold equipment. RePOIlt findings regardi rice,

041quality and features'available _Ai.

Review Several use-and-care booklets,providedwith household, eqt1PM4lit,,,,,,Eval ate the
information given in terms of its valuemiU'asaisting with the selection, use
of ,equipment items.

;4,%4,,c



PROCESS
SKILLS

-

CONCEPTS

Resource costs

140

IMF

STRATEGIES

LE 2.31

-Using laboratory appliances or during a field trip.to an appliance store, develop
a checklist to use in purchasing major appliances. Compare it to resources.

In small groups, research one type of major Appliances.
Compare sizes, features and prices. WhiCh do you think
for your family in' Family Housing Simulations? Justify

ft

1

,

Do comparison shopping.
would be the best purchase
your decision.

-\\

0.

2*



HOMEMAKING_SKILLSPERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

4

What To Do Regarding Creating
A Living Environment

n.

What Should I Do Regarding
Managing A Home Environment?

Equipping and Furnishing the
Home/Furniture Selection, .

Select furniture for
Explore alternati
home furnishings'
Explore alternatives

Nff furniture

the

for

for

LE 2.32 1.

home
acquiring

payment

b

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Functionuses
of furniture

Needs and values

Furniture
components

142

-Woods

Brainstorm the activities that take place in your home. (Write on the board Or

overhead transparency.) What furniture is needed to carry on these activities?

(Write' next to the activity.)

--Whidh pieces.,c4 furniture are essential to carry ,on-the activities?
-4-Which are not?
--Could some furniture be used for more than one purpose?

--Determine values. implicit in such determination (one may sit and read

on"the floor but it may be more comfortable to sit in a chair).

Choosrtfamily from the Family Housina,Simulations. DeterMine what furniture-may

be essential for the lifestyles/activities within the chosen-tamily's home. What

furniture may be desired as a tesult.of.the family values and the,space available?

After determining the-family'aJurniture.needs and was of procurgment, determine,

qualities to look for in.furnitUre.aeltcAon.

Using resources-, describevarioula methodsHof furnit re construction, joint construe-.

tion, surface finishes,'woode (veneers, gOids).,;-4 ite the school industrial arts

teacher to discuss various types of wood and ,wepodA ints used in furniture construc-

tion. Dismiss factors to consider in .judg4ig qual y, durability and tare of wood'

furniture pieces. Determine those.best suited forivarious furnishings uses. Formu,-

late guidelines:for selecting lualfty:home furnighings, 9



1 LE 2.32

PROCESS
SKI S

CONCEPTS .
STRATEGIES

Furniture
components
(continued)

-Metals

-Fibers

Furnitur
styles

. -

Invite the metals instructor (,or a local welder) to discuss the metals used in home
furnishings, properties of various metals, joinings used for metals and how tloudge
qualty in furnishings constructed from metals. "List furnishings and accessories
made of metal or incorporating metals in, their construction. Explain appropriate
selection, use and care of each,

Using resources, list the Characteristics'desirable in fabrics used for particular
interior furnishings (weaves, finishes, durability, blends), Compile.fabric swatches
in a portfolio to illustrate a variety of fabric/fiber characteristics (satin weave,
double weave, waterproof finish). give examples of inappropriate fabrics in home
furnishings applications.

,,-Collect pictures of many styles of furnishings from magazines, newspapers,. catalogs, ...::

;

and other sources. Categorize the pfctures,according to the following classifications.

ilk
--Ultra modern (glass and stainless .steel)
'-Contemporary/Danish Modern
- -Early American/Colodial
- -18th Century English

--French Provincial/Country French
- -Mediterranean/Spanish
--Italian Provincial

--Period.furniture (generally used with special period)
--MixtUre of modern and period pieces
--No particulir style
--Other (please specify)

A

Discuss the feelings and moods related to each furniture style. What factors
influence how these .are used in-home decoration?

Visit'afurniture store. Identify styles .of furniture. Complre construction,
construction. materials and ore; need,

i
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. PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES'

LE 2..32

6

Furniture styles
(continued)

AL

Purchasing
.

consideirations

Individuals and families ofteri have favorite pieces of,....furniture.

--How does a piece of furniture become a favorite?
--Is the piece of furniture old, comfortable, useful, expensive, modern?
--Why do you like your favorite?
--What style is your favorite?

Your sister-in-180 has been"wanting a new end table in the family room. You agree
to go shopping with her. She finds that if she gets the quality of furnituke hoped..
for, the table will not be within her budget. List alternatives and consequences.

A

ALTERNATIVES
_ i .: , .CONSEMENCES..1

Repair an end table pu'ichased-
at a garageAale

,,

Place a tablecloth over
an inexpensive crate

Others

.

Learn ills necessarYfor.repairkillssk

Children pull on the tableclOth

. .

.

Taking. into consideration values and contributing factors which influenCe the alterna
tive choices, decide what is best for your sister-in-law to do in this-situation.

dow Might the decision Influence the family? Xhe community?

Visit a furnigure store to investigate-mati...use furniture:A : Discuss ways pieces
identified can be adapted to fit the needs of individuals at-different stages Of-the .

life cycle. .Brainstormomys to use available, furnishings for other than the intended
purpose.

Visit several local, retail stores or check ads to deterimtne the.cost of purcha ing,
. .

various home furnIghi.Ags separatslY,and as a'package.\ compare high-Priced, =rat

priced and economically- priced furniture in terms of durability, style and construction.
Determine the advantaies and disadvantages of pt furniture in various price
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CONCEPTS STRATEGIES
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Purthaping
considerations
(continued)

Purchasing
furAiture

1'

148

I

ranges. Report findings in class and develop guidelines for use when purchasing. home
furnishing items. .

Select one major home furnishings item toinuestlgate. Visit at least three retail
outlets`and compare costs, services, quality, guarantees/warranties and special
features of the brands. Use what you learned to make a final:selection. Justify
your choice in a class discussion.

Investigate the cost of purchasing one home furnishings item new in7elation to'buying
a simil4fitem at a flea market, used furniture store or bazaar, making itdr reno-
\rating it Compare the time, 'energy, and skills needed to obtain the item in -each
manner. Discuss the _factors that need to be considered (ti9, money, ability) in
determining whether to buy new or used' furnishings.

Role play the following, types of families'4purchasing furniture. in a store.
s

--Young couple--making first investment buying
--Successful couple--planning to do more entertaining
--Young person-- on a budget but needs a couple pieces of furniture
--Toutig couple--withthree small children
- -Retired person--lives alone,'in poor. health

What kinds of stores areavailable? What alternativei'are availiblelor acquiring
eurniture? How do family's needs and situational factors differ? Wh% long-term
and short-term furnishi6g goals does the family have? How will the ily pay for
the new furniture?

. '

Debate,theadvantages/disadvant4ges of short, and long-term planning
fOrnishings purchases for each of the above families.

Analyze each of these alternative sources.of proc
above families.

--Floor samplett, seconds or

slightly damaged furn,4

7P40:041*: 0.408
ectialglandIti

1.141;A%00,4

for hoille

e for each.' f the

--UnfiniOhe
--7tiaKebouae

-0,414W04-e1,

initure

r018

VI16;:re,
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Payment

Accessories

59

v

e

Consider consequences of each alterative (cost, time to 'shop, time to locate, .energy
or physical ability to shop and_repair, knowledge and skills to repair and refiptish,
time and energy to repair and refinish, 'a location and tools to refinish or repair)
for each of the above families:

Using resources, find ways to putchase furniture. .Discuss the adviintages and disad4-
vantages of cash payment and consumer credit. Invite a retailer to expltin types .

of credit available to purchase furniture. What types of payment might each of the,
.above families use? : t ,

.
.

...

Bring in Seyeral room photos from. agazines. Circle each accessory inthe photos
List the acCessoNs on the,board. ° x

. ,

, . , . . .

Demonstrate techniques and show examples of handcrafts (crochet, decoupage,
embroidery, candi4icking, needlepoint) that can be used in creating interior
furnishings and accessories. Construct samples of a variety of these handcrafts-
for a portfolio. List materials needed for:each method. Choose'one technique to
investigate further, select materials and complete a, room accessory project (pillow,
wallhanging)% .

i

Invite a person from a frame shop to demonstrate bow to'frame, group and hang
pictures. Discuss the advantages /disadvantages, costs and skills required to frame'
pictures yourself.

Invite a guest speaker from a local plant/flower shop to discuSs the use of house-
.

plants as room accessories. find out aboitt the types availab'le,. care required and
effects possible. Summarize the main points covered:

After-itUdying the principles of flower arranging, invite a member of ,a focal garden
'club to demonstrate, flower arranging.- Working in groups,

f

401 "

Discuss the use- of.terrariums as room accessories and investigate factors to
consider iniluilding them (containers, soil, combination of plants). Summarize
your findingsland construct a terrarium using the information collected.

151.
-
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Care of
furnishings

Renovation/
restoration

7

152

f
Identify one accessory item that can be ptirchased, /wide at.h e,,or renovated.. -o
Investigate the cost"(money, skills, timg, enerj) HOf obtain ng the item by each
method. Create the accessory Item in)clasa, kgepipg records f the time and. n y
spent, assistance and skills needed. Upon completron, diasmss acceptable me s of.
obtaining the item, using criteria such as aesthetic beauty, ability, personal
satisfaction, time spent and cost. Identify timg ery it might be advantageous
to purchase or renovate an item rathgr than make it.

4

ft After visiting a local department store; fist all sources o information observed which
might help with:the selection an maintenance of 1140.* ishings (labels, booklets,

..guarantees /warranties). Discuss the need f
on "several home furnishings. Discuga the
the labeling of home furnishings items, in

r and use'of each source. Study the labels
formation provided d the laws affecting
uding textiles i rated in them.

'Invite a professional home leaner to discuss methods appropriate for maintaining home
furnishings. Identifm_costs involved in terms ofimorkty, time,-,-energy and skills.)
Demonstrate the propruse and.maintenance of'one,cqmmon household furnishings Item.
Use consumer magazines, use-and-care bookie and other resources for preparing ,your
demonstration. 'Review main points in a cla discussion, 4,

'Using resources list w to improve or ange old furniture. Analyze resource
requirements, including knowledge an kills, for each method.

Visit a secondhand store to observe types of furnishings which could be renovated or
restored. Study sand demonstrate various methods of'3enovating or restoring furnishl.
tngs. Select an item and renovate or restore it.
expenses /savings which could result from restoring

.01164,

Given one or more items not commonly thought. of as

In class, discuss the
'or renovating.

furnishings (a crate,

possible'
I

--o,1",,

trunk, boaias,
.bricks) describe possible ways the itent(s) could be used for furnishing an interior
space,

4
Invite an upholsterer to. show
Discuss methodkOf reuphol

.bleu a

. .

the before- and -after appearance'of a piece of furniture.
fnk,,skilla,:needed and,Costs.in money,- tiMe-and: rgy,

-of -NFrOATO4
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r.

A

IEE-=Recycle -or refs fish a pielip furniture.

Using the practical reasonipg process, select furniture fora nursery. Utilizing as
much of the original furnitur as possi le, show how the furnishings could be adapted/
rearranged /supplemented to meet the nee s of a youn hild and then an adolescent.

In Family Housing Simulaipn groups, use the practical reasoning process to select home
furnishings for a chosen room. Discuss the follgEing questions.

-What factors influenced the selection of the furnishings? .

- -Have all'family,needs been met?
--How will gueits feel 7When they come 6 the newly-decorated roo se?
--How many people had a part frthis decoratin roject?
--How Kit-3-ion ju ify that this is the best s ection foT this ch sen room?

mr
-7

Family Housing Siielation groups pAsent thei home furnishing selections to the class.
As a class, brainstorm suggestions for change and give supportive comments.

IEE--Redecopte a room at laani;'

IEE--InterviiW an interior igner regarding career options and requirements.

HERO - -Make home accessories and sell 'them at a Home Fair.

/H -Redecoratethe Home Economics classpoOm.

Aisume'you are moling to an apartmerre'theit h y(alFigerator and .range. Deter-
mine the first three pieces of furniture you wo ld purchase and explain why. Describe
Row your values entered into your decision and how the? ght vary if you were at a

-1*

differen,( stage of the life_cysTe.
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Select surface treatmen or home

Explore alternatives fo 11, window,

ffor treatment
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3

Wall /ceiling
treatments

156

STRATEGIES,

ASelect one room in
our home or somewhere else and list the various interior surfaces,

present. ' Analyze ach,surface treatment in terms of appropriateness, ease of mainten-

ance, design chars teristics anddurability. Make suggestions regarding improvements/

changes that could be made to improve the quslity and appearance of the interior

surfaces irk 'the, am. Share in class.
.

,

Using resour84s, research types of wall and ceiling treatments. Chart the effects

created, costs, methods of application, ease of cleaninK, durability, maintenance,

colors available, noise level, aesthetic effect. Consider:

--Fabric
--Wallpaper

.

--Paint (enamel, semt-gloss,
flat, textured)

--Dry wall
- -Paneling

- -Brick or stone
-Cement blocks

--Plaster

--Ceramic tile
--Nirro tiles
-- Plastic wallboard

---,Carpet
/

After viewing samples of wallpape41 paint, discuss the selection of each on;the

basis of design, durability and upkeep, nvestigate the costs of painting versus

Wallpapering various sized rooms. Identtiy factors to consider when choosifig between

paint or wallpaper for a given, rea (deck ative effect, durability, cleanability,

cost). Iden5ify,timee when each type of wall treatment would be appropriate for

particular family situations (bedrooms for a small child; a nekly-married couple; a

quiet teenage boy ,or girl; an active, sports-minded teenage boy or girl; .a middle-aged
,o,

couple).: Explain your choices.,,
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Window
treatments

1.58

Visit a wood products companY that_ manufactures interior paneling. View various kinds
of paneling and finishes. Ask a representative to discuss factorsiegarding the
co*truction, cogt, application and care of various esiof paneling. Summarize what
you learned. 4

4 A
Inveatigae yarioua types, of glass products currently eing used for interior sujace
finishes. Analyze each for durability; ease of mainte nce, cost and appearanCe,
class, identity the advantages and disadvqntagee'of various, types and indicate uses-
for which each type would be-appropriate. _

1.

IEE--Paper, paint, panel or create a new wall treatment.for a room in your home.

Choose a room and measure wall surfaces. Calculate square footage. Determine how
much wallpaper, paint, or paneling you would nieea. Find the costs for each. /

Prepare a mural showing a room interior without window treatments, Show various
possibilities for windowetreatments by placing cutouts of drapes, curtains, window
.shades and blinds over windems in the room. Analyze the effects of various treatments,
colors, designs and textures on the room's apparance.

Using resources, research draperies,'curtainsr shade* and shutters Wateriais used,
cost, construction, selection, use and care). Formulate gdidelines for the selection,
use and care of various window treatments.

Invite a representative. from adrapery store to discuss the_typebAofwindoWtreatmletts
which can be used in designing interior apace and the visual effect. each can produce:
Using magazines, develop a portfolio of pictures illUtlitra0.ng.typOs of window treat-
ments which yo0 find pleasing. Arrange them. under thelleadings.of curtains and
draperies, shutters and blinds and window shades.-

0

Using resources, identify.various
window treatments foropachi

types of windows,and.select appropriate types of

PractiCe me curing windows. or curtains and draperies. Determine erupt of falic 104
costa.
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In small groups, study various types of floor coverings (vinyl, linoleum, carpets,
fiArdwood, brick, slate). Detetmirie the-quality; Use, design-dharacteristica-, cost,
'application techniques, upkeep and care_of each. Complete product testing to verify
quaktv and care flpaturps. Report findings in a class-discussion.

Using carpet samplest:conduct durability tests. Compare results as to method. of
construction, flammability, cleanabillity and fiber content.

Using carpet samples, expArifitent with varioua cleaning products available on the.
.

market. Write recommendatOna related,to caring for and cleaning carpets of varioioo
fiber contents, weaves,4signs and appearances.

That various samples of floor coverings for durabilify,,resiliency and wear: Summarize
results andAiscuss appropriate uses of each. 4--

Measure a rm°for floor tteatment. Calculate aMount.of vinyl flooring -and carpet
.

needed. -riod costs for each

Which't"ype of floor covering woul0e most suitable for the 'following rooms:

--Small child's. playroom in a damp baseniant.
'.-Kitchen of a family with four small children.
--Formal living room of retired
--Family room with much traffic.
k--Entry area. 4

. .

. %

Collect several brands and types.of cleaning agents designpd for use on interior
surfaces (wood cleaning products, floor waxes, window' cleaners). Test products and
compare results. .Write recommendations' for the use of each.

1 . . 4

In-lemall.groups, choose a family from Family liousing Simulations 'Select .'ropri ite
treatments for walls, ceilings, floOrs, woodwork and countertops. ,Mount sviatches:and
pictures.in a collage to illustrate choices..., justify your choices in term's Of family
va s needs and. *reseurces. Consider effeCts on family and Others:-

jr,

61
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ply principles of color, texture, design,
line, shape, proportion, scale, balance,

rhythm, emphasis and space
Developa plan for interior design
Identify family members' design needs and
preferences

r
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Factors affect-
ing choice of
interior design

162

Select a popular televislon personality or movie star. Brainstorm the type of room. that
the. individual might have. Why do you think that different people choose different
. ,

environments?

Brainstorm the type of room each of the following;stuctents ght have. Consider, ne ds;
wants, interests and hobbies. How.do these factors affect choice of interior design?

Y'

--:Athlete

- -Intellectual

- -Comic

--Preppy
- -Punk

Analyze various areas in a living environment and list the ,activities family members
carryout in them. Determine furnishing needs and then describe-how furniture could
be arranged So the areas are aesthetically pleasing yet still suited to individual

1,.

and family needs. .

. A
Find or create pictures showingcontrasts in elements affectinvrnvironmentel quality
(dull vs. bright color, pastel vs. dark colors; confusion vs. order, planned vs:
plannediuse.of space, imptoper vs. proper lighting). Discuss elemen s which account
for the differences.

163
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ctors, affecting Divide in Family Housing Simulation groups. List family's goals, 'Values, and situa-.

choice of tional factors.
interior` design

- -How important ig inter)Cr(continued) deltg
- -Daes this family valu l'estrry,func
--What color's 'does

11

family like?

this family?

ional furnishings,-or both?-

t- 4 ...
.List ,the fa n .,, bers'-regources, time, money.and energy. List th'e specific needs

of family mewrs.1 Suggest &Possible design for a family/living room which meets
thelamily'A needs: List advantages and disadvantages of your choice. Each group
preient the design for the family/living'room and how family members' needs were met.
,Evaluate results, Didcuss possible change.

In Family Housing 4imulatiop groups, role play the family members in theirnewly-
decorated family/living' room. How do they feel about the furnishings selected? What
kind of activities are they doing? Are all family members:pleased with bhe newly,
decorated fhmily/living room?

IEE--Lok through a decorating.magazine. Mount in ascrapbook photos, of rooms that
you like and would feel at ease in. Also mount .in a scrapbook photos of rooms that
you do not like and would feel uncomfortable ,in Compare the furniture designs and
colors used in the rooms,

ftIEE--RedecorAte a room -in ypur own house or apartments.
,.

,/....Iaentify places in thZiZhool which need aesthetic improvement. Analyze-f9eltngs about
those locations olifiat does the lunchroom-look like? Is it a pleasant plac tb eat?
Why or why -not?'. What couldrb'erione to improve'it?). Report results in class. Make
-recompendati9nei: to the administration regarding areas of the school whid% could use

,7aegthetic improvement.
. -'

'-ifv,g*
.

_

164
) ..1116-5
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What To DO Regarding Creating
A-.Living Environment.

What Should I Do Regarding
Managing, A Home Environment?

Equipping and Furnishing the
Ho/de /Interior Design

4

LE 2.34

[HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Identify interior design principles
Apply. design principles to interiors

STRATEGIES

3110wIdn± or five soap.operas or popular televisibn programs.

1000* kinds oflurniture(arrangements did you see on the stage sets? Backgrounds
(Wall cOVerfpgs), carpet, or floor.coverings?

-What kind of accessories are used in the rooms?
-,Do.you'think these set are typical of everyday homes? Why or why not?

--What kind of yeople wo d be comfortable living in these rooms /sets? .

- -White .,furniture styles a sed?

-VaetorEf

jng:desiffil
deetsilms

qP.-)

1,6B

.7

,

.

7.

In pmall groups, choose a family from Family Housing Simulations.
folellOing questione. *- .,\

X

dillas exterior design influence interior desitn decisions?

.
--What additional furnishings dt,you need ,and want to,, buy?

--What currently owned items ctn yqu user, r
--Will your new purchases cdmplathent what you already own?
--Hqw can space and -, furnishings be arranged or rearranged for both

group activities?'
--Whd.will be responsible for care upkeep?

L --14hat Oe your special requirements111
--What are your dicorating Dreferences?
- -What kind of resources (time.,,,mofiey and .energy) are available?

From your discussion, list-factors affecting, interior design decisionit.,

A

Discuss the

ft

$4

individual and

44r-i
4

11,

' at

' "7,7N." -
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Lines
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'STRATEGIE

Find two pictures in which color expresses a mood t? you. Describe the.mood. Why do
colors seem to contribute to this mood?

Mount each picture using a color that bcngs out the carryou like best. Which one
of these pictures would you like to hang in your,roomt?'Why?

It's "Kool -Aid" time.' Bring a tray o clear glasses with "summerdrinks"--cherry,
blueberry and lemon. From the three primarill'8Willf;,.explain the concept of the color
wheel--hue, intensity, shade, tint" utrals; and the batilic color gchemes--complemen-
tary, monochromatic, analogous,,dou le complementary, triadic and split complementary.

,

Individually or in groups, search throiigh magazines and make a collection of color
pictures showing room interiors. Label each one according to the type of color sc
represented. Combigie illustrations to form a bulletin board.

Find picturetin magazines that illus.trate the use of warm and cool colors in
decorating-interior space. Explain the effect of each on appearance IT room size and
overall feeling given.

Study examples of how color has crekted!an illusion of more or less spae. Select
samplAs bf paint fr6116 paint chip charts or wallpaper samples and make recommendations
for a large, sunny south room; a large,' dark.north room; a small, sunny room; a small,
dctritroom.-. Summarize how color can be used to:6 decorator's advantdge.

Collect item .of _eta
and other furnishin
Analyze why )his c

On a'flip chart or mural, draw heavy dark lilies in one direction (vertical, horizontal,
curved, diagonal) Identify the effett that each, tyre of line generates. Compare
responses.

.

e textures. (Paint swatches, wallpaper books, carpet samples
materials.) 'Determine textures that are pleasing when combined.

t

bin *ion seems pleasing.

.4,

Study, a magazine picture. What kinds of lines were usedmost.bften.. How do the con-
tribute to th7 nod of the p ure? .(Calm,.eleepy, exciting.), Diecuss,thedi_ ent

, AAtrc
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Rhythm

Proportion
and scale

Balance

174
4

I
LE 2$34

STRATEGIES

feelings lines create. (Vertical, horizontal, diagnonal, curved, fine line, heavy
line, tightly curved, changing line.)

Select examples of different types of line in the classroom. Discuss the mood or
feeling they create, anti name examples of other homerrnishings in which these
lines can be found. /

Look through old wallpaper bopks, cutting out examples of types of forms: natural
design, conventionalized design; abstract design and geometric design. Share

examples and discuss the effect of each in creating a fynctional environment.

Consider the shapes of objects as you create table settings, arrange a-grouping of
room accessories, or select a piece of furniture. Which would be best:for the shape,.

of your table--a round or rectangular placemat? Which shapes will you combine for- the
accessory grouping on your coffee table?. Experiment, with many things to learn how to

group thet for variety and interest. ,

Cut out, four 6r five geometric shapes from one color of paper. Arrange in a manner
which illustrates rhythm and emphasis.. Discuss how Space can affect illusions and
interest.

Study yOur own room carefully., Do you get a sense of rhythm? If so, tell where you see

the use of rhythm in color, line or-hhape. If not, what could you change or add to

produce -more?

Look at many lamps in catalogs, stores, Newspapers, homes and magazines. Look at the

proportion. Is the shapetsize in good proiortion to the size of the lamp base?

Compare pictures of forma,. and informal balance, Describe, he. method by which"balance

was achieved in each. Make'd list of other ways the same t es of balance could be

produced.
,

Take a field trips Look at store window displays. (Furniture,, china and glassware,

lamps ; Jeweler's windows.) How many :times dtd yqu see formal and informal balance?
Which did you, find the mo attraeilliet1

.

171
, !'7
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Integration of
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Lighting
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STRATEGIES

/ ,

.; .

Bring a variety of small accessory items (Vases, bdoka, plapters, 140%00) O'ciatts-,,L',
In grOups of two or4three, arrange chosen items, n a mannex;that shows gobd bitiartte
and proportion. As a class, discuss the ditTerefitarrangeiRents.

.1' .

Find a magazine picture of a room, What-is:the focal Iiaint-Aythe roomPlanihow,
you could use your favorite picture as a center of interesE iwyour own ropin4

. .-
Arrange a group of atjects to give emphasis Wsomething40,like. 101ain,

...e

.,
, .

.'Given a magazine picture of a room, analyze:thaw dOnslateticy in colar,,lipe and- extUre.
-,,,.. .,::.affects overall harmony. Share,reaults in elast: ':

;. 44.-.,
, ,. r" ,. -

In small groups, develop displays illustratig interior..decOrating'-pribeciplell.-:
.4

...' ' 4:

Observe and evaluate which display best iilhatiatea haMany; Discusi'rea son Orfor, , <
choices. .,_. A

..,,

V, 4

,

Makg a portfolio of illustrating oft. Art pil4ciples (balance, :rhythiv t,

harmony, proportion, emphasis). Label each picture .end explAin the.etfect-that-ti
,

principle:has on the total' appearance of the room. Share pictures and descriptions in
class.
%

Analyzetre lighting needed for the acti:Atiep,of:.the foil:001.4 `room.. What-typea Of
lighting"are needed? What kinds of

.

4r
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Sound --
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:
Space.

Functional

11,1

t

A .STRATE S

Using resources, find different .types and uses of lighting in ,interfor spaces. DisCuss
.natural and artificial lighting, lighting fixtures, ,and the needfor,lightint in
various locations. Write a short paper describing -how lighting couldibe used to
improve your person0.-4tiving gOace. Share Rapers in clags.

List the positive'anA negative ife4; Of sound in a home. Suggest alternativegfor.
redueing noise pollution and for creatingldsitive effects.

It 'i L

StUdy the irrangement of furnishings in-the classroom: 6escribe chinges you would like
to make for more functional use of Ofe space.

Piiid a picture showing how)coldr has given an Mullion of space. Find,a pieture
`how the size Of an object can-give the appearance Of being far away in sRace.

. ' t A

Arrange the classref so that trafficygtterns,liihtihg acid ventilation are poor,
Create noisy or irritating sound conditions. Tape record-eoMments of individuals
entexifig the room. Listen to the tape- identi factors to consider when creating
a functional environment. , / 4

, Ak

showing

*
'Develop. checklist of 'fact toponsider when arranging furnitute in each room of a

,
home. Use' this 'checklist to Nialugte room arrangements Shown in magazines and. h6me
'decorating' books. See ItymsolpsOrs2LATImil3lulImIIMm and *Principles of Arranging
Furniture, . ,

. ----TR,

0- * ,.

1
a.

1'
ReprOA a room at tome on'graph paper. (174"- 1 foot) Using *Furniture Cut-Outs,- .

ayiknge.the furnituie. Use *Furniture Arrangement Check Sheet to evaluate the furni-
ttire arrangement. Compareand share in class, ,Suggest improvements.

% a,f
V 0 e

'Using the floor plan of,your own or another'home'rd templat(es of existdmi,furnishings,
rearrange the furnttureto meet the needs which*ould arise shcluld you have a handl-

,
capped visitor, a child's birthday partyp.a buffet dinner, a sit-down dinner for 11 '-

. er a six7foot Christm4s tree, , Share ideas ain class.
.

.

N.

r
\

As,g class,'develoe a set .of questions which you would ask a ftmi/Vif you ire tlieir
interior designer, lk., 'e v
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Reflection
(Continbed)t

pS
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1

17

In Family ousing Simulgtions groups, choog answers to the set'Ol ques ions developed
Above. tT en select two different design plans for one room. Po'Se alter atives hnd
consequences for each plan. C1as4 wil, elect the better of the two plans. In each
case, ctInsider these questions.',

-7Do;thp furnishings reflect the 1 festyle and personal tastes of the family
members? Will the family t$e comfortable in a room which is not. decorated

--Is this what's best forthefamily?, What might they give up (Vacations, moves,
a car) in order to redecorate? ,

--Are the rincililes of- design, evident

in a design they'like?.

4
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KEYPOINTS FOR ARRANGING FURNITURE

N

At:.-1. Be flexible and allow for changes to be made.

: 2. Plan on paper first and think the plans' through.

3. Pian for one focal point. Balance large pieces on wall facink the
t' focal point (windows, fireplace 'or walls containing. the focal point)

4 0

4. Plan-each tom with a ,purpose in mind.

"If

-

.R

Use furniture that is tn-keeping.with the scale of the °room itself.
Place. shapes in space to form a pleasant and practiC-ai relationship
with the, room. Achieve a good balance of high and 104 arigular and
rounded fUrniture,

, 6. Keepn mind traffic patterns.

'e

, , . p tb : ,-,.-1

7. Arrange the largest piece of furniture first.- Usp these large pieces
. ,. ogd: iture to maintain balance in the rbom. Avoid

s

pushing large
n,AieC ightlyintoa corner.

8. Arrange the.healifestArniture grouping along the highest wall in
rooms with slanting ceilings,

most essential.

10. Avoid overcrowding.

SPACE REQUIREMENTS

3 feet for traffic lanes

`'

9. Beauty and good design areAmportant,comtfort and convenience are the..

.18inches be weep low areas (sofa, tables)
2 to 3-feet n kileast two sides of the bed

.

1 feet in fr t of drawers and
*
closets opening outward ,

.

_Allow sgete,f r furniture that expands'
,

outward (sofabeda)
6 inches between wall and -furniture'.
2 to 2-1/2 feet between hiiher, pieces ,.of ft;trniture.(brWi'front, desks)

.

2 feet between didIng'6hair and wall behind it .-
3 feet behind the chair for .passing behind-iti(for serving meals) .:

10'feet in rdiapeter for conversation area
,-.. .

At.

k'.

178..
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PRINCIPLES JK4ARA.NCING FURNITURE
\14

1. Select- furniiury that is scaled or in proportion to , the' room and to the
family using the furniture if you expect to be f3lease&with your arrangement .

2 e.S lect,..a center of inteiest, and subordinate all other interests 'o it.

3. Observe the rules of bplance. (a) so that large pieces4of furniture on
bne wall balance doors, fireplaces,-windowq, or large pieces on the
opposite wall and (b) so that each wall is balanced from top to bottom,
-For example, a large picture ovr a small table will make the tible ,seem
light and the wall heavy. Each room is more restful if one all'shows'
formal balance,-but the effect is monotonous if every wall presses
formal balance.

<
4. 4Retain good proportions by placing large pieces Of furniture on large

wall areas 'Ivnd ,small pieces on 'small wall areas.

5. Keep traffic lines in the hall and in each room clear becautha it is
annoying t6 bump into chairs, tables, or beds when passing through a
door. -

6, Place all'large -pieces of furniture parallel with the structural
of they room. , 111

/.

Avoid using too much furniture.

8. Scatter upholstered 'pieces of furldture among woodipieces.

9. Avoid Jetting all furniture hug "ills, but at the same tuff- .avo

- Wit irfilling to much of the center or. area.

10. ' Place large pieces of furniture, such as sofas, beds, chest's, pianos
and so on; before vying to plIce small pieces.

11. Arrange all furniture with purpoee and function
pieces which are needed for an'activity.

in mind, grouping thoie

12. Individual pieces '0611110 be placed 8* that they pre convenient, their
use is, obvious, and they- are not interfered with by °thy. .objects.'

13. Furnkture shottld be placed in its relation to arkectural, or-mechAn;"
ical feature, 'so th 'at there is no integetence Apipki.,their operation,

Attehtion shoul:g be given to the swInkpfkoors, the Opening (Of
windows, and the operation dir. electri or heating devices,

14. RActorial surfacee (scenic paper, muf(alidecorations, tapestries, and -

large hanging pictures) should not be hidden by furnishings to. k'.',
point that . their visibility is ,marrsd. .

. r
.

-
. , A

I

15. Some seats should always be loCated to take advantage of natural Bight
and view: Ili .

. ..." '1..
I ,.16. When Tilacitig a T.V., plan the seating arrangement so that everyone4has

an unbbstAucte ew of ehe.set- and where there is no glare on the ac teen.-\. ..
,

,
17. '-ii room plan muht milder the colors, fUrniture, floor coveringst,

.7 witidOWtreatakentgOind 'acCeisdriei. 1 1,. ,. .
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- Put a check, ma in column after those statements th.t apply.
The column with large. number of checks will be your best arrangement.

General Tri difterent ways:
,

401 121 M3 S4

Furniture does not interfake when door swings . . it----4-.--..

Furniture does not block eleFtric light switches
Yugniturrfteslot block heat outlets
Pirniture doss not interfere with oponisg of windows
Furniture bas. been grouped for different activities (Weir*
Storage has been provided, near the point of use .
Adequate lighting has been provided throughout the room .
Traffic lanes have Bien kept vent major pathways -are .3°'
wide, orator*
Conversation areas place.peoplewithin 8 to 10 feet of t i

each other
Tables of suitable height are provided near chairs or beds

4

Table height plui lase bap height to bottom of shade
gye height when seated
Furniture is-erransod in groups which balance each other
around room .

Spacing between furniture is uneven, for greater interest
Furniture i t might over- balance is blended in color

with back, c-

Color is distributed rhythmically..around room
Vertical balance San be achieved-with windows, fprnituie,

pictures ... , ,
_

Furniture is placed so eye can move rhythalcalli around

walls (Visualise) II 1, 4., '.
Space in front of windows, furniture? pictures .e, . ..

Most furniture, except small pieces, are placed parallel

to a wall' 1

Television set is plaCedso screen does not face a Window

Piano is placed so piano player faces roam rather.
. ..

I vac* is left in rocse for card tab , or
than into well ... ., . . .... . ... . 1.. . 0

one free

-

children's .play i , 1
Room has an important center of interest or local point

SCORE. .i. , .

``walla
.

w.40.40 0-'''0,A064, 00 '0'0 0 p

ip sopOripl .
idibitareAwprrangod in compact roups relied to

Space in coal of 00 room and in front of the windows

'0, .
the
. s

It

Poi a sopil roam -,,,

Furniture is well lie seals 'and visually lightweight

is 7kept cloak 4 ii.-- .#6. 1.
.4.

. . #
1
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1PERENNIAL PROOLEM
.7

[PRAGTICAL MOLES-

,CONCERN/CONCEPT

fr
LE 2.35

What To Do Regardiqg Cleating
A Living. Environment HOMEMAKING SKI LLS 4

What Should I Do Regarding I ..Evaluate fuse of hbme computers
Managing A Ho Environmlp ? 4*

Equipping and Furnishing Ire
}pme /Home Computers

we

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS
q111-

1111i
STRATEGIES.

NI

I

le in the home

Hardwaie and
software for
home use

Brafnstorm'all the waloin which you use computers now (video games: computers in'
banks). % . .

Develop a list of ways in which computers may be used in the home. Think creatively'
and add more * the list. (Banking; shopping; energy management; monitor,investments;
recordkeeping; medical bills; insurance; mailing lists; tax preparation; budgeting;
checkbooks; recipe files; running appliances; mluipment and alarm systems; 'education
for children and adults--math, language; games, creative ptogramming; computer.
literacy; word processing; subscribe toe data bases (ow Johes-Compu-Serve); analyze
special dietary needs)

6 ,-

Using resources, develop a description of.each possible use.

type of software programs available and how to use. Invite
'computers to demonstrate functions for the home..

Visit .a computer,store. -Develop a chart of features of home computers and costs.
What accessories are available? Is Computer capable of expansion? How inch software
is available?- Examine types of software lable for home,applicalsions,' Use."
computer magaZines to'evaluate features and coats.

Debatet Software should determine choice of hardware..

(lis Kd above), pultpose,-
speakers whd are using

etionstrate and evaluate softwari for home computers, What 4oftware needs to be
developed?

4
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PROCESS
SKILLS.

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES*.

r

Hardware and soft-
ware for home use
(continued)

Disadvantages of
home computers

Community,.
r'esources,

Computers for
children

Future

Careers in
the home

Reflection

14,

t.

;-t 4?4 4'4:
-7' 4.4. 4. 011

.\
List factors to consider in selecting a work station for the .computer. .See tie
information .sheet *Selecting thle Proper Computer Work,Statioa. '

Analyze disadvantages:Of homy computers (initial
to enter data, maintenance, ObsolescenceOver?r

15,

,101.

,co(, cost of
se of gates:).

't

. .

. .
. . ,

t ware. 'time', requireed'

schoolsi ..,-

ehidjairieSand

I., /

.Exploie.opportunities to use computers..in your-peighborhood (.1ibrar04,
communi education programs). List courses imailable for computer edu
costs. )

IEEInterview, -family who owns a home. .computer. Evaluate time spent and'sa,tisfac*On
with computer: Sharelwith class.

.

FHA/HEROUsing simple prOgram language such
children.

as LOGO, do a

In many future forecasts it is suggested that more
from their home Compute.: How might this affect the,.workOr?" ,ther-famip members?

/ . :., ,..

Are there any new careor oppA56nities which may-arise AS A esult.c4noteni.1,Jo.r.

Compute"' activity fqr young

computer applications or communications in the. - home ? :.

Develop prpfiles of families -for whom: la computerf'
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IIELFacTING
THE PROPER

, COMPUTER
WORK SVATION

lust because it is called a desk,
WI/computer does not mean
it will function well ona desk.
MOW desks are 21inches high,
three brhestailisr than typing
height, ConiPUters require
typing to enter, data. A key-

, board on a desk 'Would be too
high for comfortable work.

\
if you have a special video
monitor it should be directly
in front of t6u as you work at
the computorkeyboarci. Some
computers are flat on top, to
bald the videolOtonitor. The
best height is two or three
inches above the tip of the.
computer.

' If ygp plan to use ,television
console for your videoscreen,
find a way to put the computer
in front of the televisio
far enough away so you
can see over it to the to vision
screen (unless youi !leo!,
television is mounted gh on
a cabinet.)

The computer needs space
around it for air circulation.
Although the-computer is
rarely more than 18 inches
'deep, it should 1;:e SiX inches
from the wall behind it: This
also gives yotz room to reach

" the on/o0 twitch, which is at
"the back of most- home
computers.

You need room for the came)*
tape recordist or the disk drives
which hold the programs.

Most &Ski have kneohoies for
only one person: often tyro_
people work on a program or
play a game together at a

4 COMPIderee

Today (Compu-Serve) Nov /Dec, ,19482. 1 8

4

i If you use a ptinter, you need
to put it near enough so that
you do not have to get out of
your chair everytime youwant
to put in or take out a piece of

. paper.

Computers.seeni to amass
tangled skeins of electrical.
wires. A good computer sta-
till has tracks for_ these whim
which keip *lam away from
feet and chair legs.

Lighting for the computer
should be diffused so that there
is r5o glare on the screen. .

.
*There should be no eating or

drinking around the com-
puter. Crumbs and spilled lig=
aids can lead to big: and
unnecessary repair bills.

The computer generates traffic
and raise, and should not be-
in a room which is too small
for visitors or used as quiet a
retreat.

Programs need to be stored
safely to avoid damage. There
ansbOztes and cabinets made
for thaturpoil, or you can
set aside ticlrawer or shelf for
programs, disks, etc.

If you use your computer as a
terminal for timesharing or a
databank, you need 8 tele-.
phone. The telephone com-
pany cart install a dedicated
computer line, and provide.
telephone for your computer.
Chock' with the telephone
company business office for
moos information.

: ;me



PERENNIAL PROBLEM I

PRACTIAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
SKILLS

. e :L.

What To Do Regarding Creating
A ilving Environment

What Should I Do Regarding
Managing A Home Environment'i

4

Equipping and Furnishing the
Home/Storage

k

. HOMEMAKING SKILLS

LE 2.36e

Store household items properly
Store personal items prdperly
Organize equipment to save time andkkedergy
Usb, do-itLyouiself skills when possible'

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Principles'of
storage,

Storage devices

189

.

Choose a drawer in the laboratory. Throw articles in so that it is totally disorganized.
and the door or drawer 0111 not close. Contrast this with a neatly organized drawer.
What are the consequences' in having il drawer or cupbdard disorganized? (Not being able
to find anything, broken objects.) 'What are the consequences of having, storage space
.organized? (Efficincy, pleasant aesthetically.)

.

/

Discuss this statemett--"Adequate storage and efficient storage makes work more pleasant
and more efficient."

t-Is'it.important to be organiZed? Is this a value for some and not for others?
- -is it important for everyqping to have a place? Why or why not?

6

6,

In a round-robin discussion, tell the tale of a student who was disorganized at home, and
.8chool. Each peispn describe one event in the day of that student;

Using resources, identify principles of storage, Survey your own home. Identify storage.
areas and indicate whether principles of storage,have been used. (Consider such .factors
as storing like thifigs together, storing items at point of fitst use, sorting items.)

,

Share storageldeadiderices used in your home. Visit a mobile hope dealership to
discover how storage ii provided In mobile homes and compare with storage provided
in your own home. Determine the storage needs in your. own bedrobm and develop a plan
to meet those needs. Share your plans in class and implement, if posaibleo

'I

T",
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LE 2.36

PROCESS
S ILLS

CONCEPTS

-

Storage space

Types of
storage

STRATEGIES,

De'velop a checklist for evaluating available storage in a home, Visit several houses
or apartments and evaiupte'the storage space provided in ea h. Brainstqr6 creative
ways of provitOing additional storage space (using dlffeeht arrangements; purchasing
or making devdces desighed to improve 'storage). Construct a, display illustrating'your
ideas..

Evaluate the storage space provided in the home economics classroom. Make suggestions
for impfoving conveni6nce, efficiency and ,Accessibility. .Implement one or 'more 'pf -

your ideas.

List at least three hobbies and discuss' the storage needs. (Recorded music, gatAhing,
jogging, skiing,)

Develop a list of.items typically difficult to store (unusually shaped equipment,
garden supplies, camping:getr)? Suggest'ways in khich storage migh$ he provided fa.
these items.

Using resources, identify types of storage. (Furniture, built-in, seasonal, /tented',
improvised.)

ti
,

Compartlistorage-fvfniture with built,it storage that you cannot take with you. Discuss
the increase.in.value of a dwelling as a result 'of built-in storage.

Investigate the availability and price of rented storage space in your community.
Brainstorm' reasons` these are available. Urideevhat conditions might you purchase
storage?

I

Make a display of items which contribute to the efficient use of storage, Discuss the
adVaritages And diSadvantagei of items; such as multiple skirt and-blouse hangers,
git:nent bags, tie, belt and'shoe racks, hanging shelves and step shelves for storing
trays, revolving shelves in kitchen cabinets or refrigerators. What might be the 'cost_
of such storage? Cdulclyoumake any yourself and save money? What altefnatives might
you provide-in your hott? .What consequences would these adaptations have foryou and
for your. family?

110-
.;"1-92
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PROCESS'
SKILLS

CONCEPTS "STRATEGIES
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OAIS
VALIJIS
AA( IONS

\./

Types of stora
(continued)

Organization
within the .

storage' areas

r

a

ge,
_

Ref' the yarily11ousintitiations snd.comparehow adequate storage space for
each family differs,. -

.

$

3ting ai)ag of items to school. Examine each item. Where would you store these items?

Would you store any together and why? Consider why everyone does not make the-same
decistons.

In groups according to tie number of kitchens you have in laboratory, have each .group
rearrange storage area to eliminate unnecessary steps in food preparationl' Conduct a
contest to see which group can prepare a meal In the least amount of time. Have every-

one prepare the same simple meal. Which group took more steps to prepare the meal?

Which group took the most time? Why? How does organization of storage affectwqrk
efficiency? What other factors may have affected work efficiency? After discussilt

and reorganization, comnete

Discuss values and other contributing factors, Does it affect others coming in to work
in the laboratory after your group? How:does it affect the a itude,of the group when

Tmembers come in to use a neat kitchen! When they leave a neat kitchen? DO group members
consider others when they throw things in the drawers? Should they? What is best for

411?

'tHAJHERO or IE51-Make storage accessories to be used at home, to give as gifts or .to
sell.

Make a rocketl organizer.
f

CA

50

LEEMake and carry out a, plan .for improkring storage area in your home, dresser. drawer,

closet, desk. Repbrt how you like. the new plan. How has this affected others in the.:

family? Was this a good soltition?

IEE--Reorganize your. own closet. Hang all like items together. Make fabric covered,

wallpapered or contact paper covered storage units, ,

,.

IEE--Mthe cloth shoe bags for le hack df the clothes door, draw string laundry bags,
skirt hangers made with clotheePins, co-Otred shoe boxes to store small items on closet

shelves, padded hangers.

O
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4.4

STRATEGIES

.\

LE 2.36e

A

In group)i, . ize situations which pOint, out the importance of convenience in
storage. .( iF, groups n a disorganized kitchen while others observe -andand jot dowp,points of poor storage and inefficiency.) Develop a, checklist that
includes a rgting.frfti-Wor" to "adequate" to,'"superioe for the storage location,
type of,storage-Jacillt7, arrangement in storage area and 'ease of obtainment from.
storage,

Evaluate:floor plans for adequacy of storage, In small groups, make,a transpapncy
of plans, present to class and discuss;

t.

44.



PRACTICAL PROBLEM I

HOMEMAKING SKILLSPEReNN I AL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

,

What To Do, Regarding Creating
A Living EnVironment

LE 2.37

What Should I Uo Regarding Check environmental control systems
Managing A Home Environment? for resource efficiency and safety

Equipping and Furnishing the
Home/Environmental Control Systbms

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES4

(1'7

Types of*V1ron-
mental control
Systems .1

197

. "

.

The Brown family who live in your area has heen concerned about the size-'of the
utility bills. Mrs. Brown has also beets frustrated when the fuses-are blown when.:
she plugs in two electrical applianceS at the same time. Since they litre on a farm
(in -a city home) that was built many years ago,.the plumbing often leaks.: There have,
been some questionable persons recently,seen in the area.; Since they have some -
valuable antiques, they have concernser4garding what might:happen to them when they
are gone. The antiq e furriittire also seems to b6 .loosening at the joints.

1...

The family has dec they .must make' so and start'tti work on these
problems. Using the practical reasoning process, what would they do regarding improving
their environmental control system? Sh lad they relocate, replace, repairor add to
the environmental control system in thei present home?

Identify "environmental control systems" that can help conserve energy, pave money and
also give more security, comfort, efficiency and safety.

t.
--Heating, ventilai'lmr4 air conditioning
--Heat pumps /

--Solar space heating where gas and oil are in short supply
--Zoning and multipoint control systenis in larger residences

Electrical load management control cptions. for appliances and major equipment
--Solativater heating (especially in the South),
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PROC
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GOAIS
VALUIS
FAC 501$

V

ti

'4

!CONCEPTS

Types of environ-
mental control
systems
(continued)

Factors to

consider in choi

of environmentAl
control:Systems-

4 4
.

,.

.STIRATEGIES:

.LE 2.37

--Customized ventilation to provide outdoor air where needed
--Natural ventilation ,

-- Copper plumbing-rwater saving fixtufes
b--Humidifiers and dehulidifies
.-- Security systems

FRA/HER0--Plan h field trip Co ; a 'location where. new homes are being built arid to a
pla6e wha,te old homes are being rejuvenated, 'The-construction or.remodeling should
be at-the stage-that these environmental control systems are installed.

Individuals br-smalf groups choose specific..systems. V& observe and to survey in detail
and report findings backwto,the total group. .

- .-Obtain any p red materials available regardiTthe systeM being studied.
--Talk to cont ors and workers if poSsible.
- -Research prob ble cost of the system you are seudkig. What all is included
-in the cost?

1

.
.

'
.

e the factors to consider in:choice of environmental control systems (listed in
Conc(pts column) as you evaluate the systeu being.studied. .

-Feesonal needs
and wants

-Resources
available

'-Fuei available
.locally
- Capacity, and

efficiency of
equipment

-Equipment no
lirger-than

. required

. 4.,-y ...

e0-Or,fio the total OkOup,the.decisions you think the Brown .family should Make. ,Is
there Additional infAmationyouineed to know abort the Browns before you Can make
valid decisions and justify them?

#0,
7 -What alternatiVps might you have extremely limited finances
is a problem? , -

1.-,-Would you think it-would be better to;TeloA to in a new home or 'rejuvenate
,t

their old home?
,

,
0

--If finances are not an important issue., what alternatives or additional kinds
of luxury features tcould be included?

List consequences for each choice yOu made for the Browns in regard toithe systems you
studied.

,

v5; 4 200
--yOUld,.any of these cons ences.aqect. nyohe besides the Browns?
- In light of.thWAser on, would yom4 hange anyof your choices ?, EXpla

'79g,M74!.1,Vi7.7-

ii
them consider. if

I
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

4

-Ducts or delivery

systems
- Heating and

cooling systems

located 'cen-

trally
(2-Operating costs

Help for others

Monitor or record'sounds in vatkous environment (classroom, rush hour traffic,

living room, office, hall). Evaluate the effect sounds on people in different
circumstances such as-when sleeping; studying, watching:TV or eating
Suggest ways to control sounds in homes.

/
1

All.memberS work together to develop a handbook using materials gathered. Print, if

possible; and share with others 4_,,n the community. Include tnformatiomon each type

of system,

.--jomparative cost

--Advantages and,dsadvantages-,

--How tocAltulate'needed sizes,
--Where to get additional help

quality and quantity

IEE--Devflop additional information 'for the handbook on how to save

. systems longer and how to, make them more efficient.

and maintain

ep.

Choose otie environmental control system that is of special interest to your own
amill and do the research necessary to make the decision whether to add it to your
ome: What are the alternatives and consequences? What will be the1best solution .

or your family? 'Consider the effect on others.- Will there be my reasons your._
family shoull not carry out the. plan? , .'

.

.

,

J

ti
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What To Do Regarding Creating
A Living Environment

What Should I Do Regarding Near
and Far Living Environments? - r

Sharing Environments/Space

I

LE 3.11e

space
harmonious environment
for sharing space

')

PERENNIAL PROBLEM HOMEMAKING SKILL,

Plan ways to utilize
*Provide a pleasant,
Explore alternatives

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

iCONCERN /CONCEPT

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Utilization of
space to meet
needs of indi-
viduals and families

Ideas for sharing
space

Describe a one-room schoolhouse. Discuss how space needs weie4net or handled.

Give example of adequate space for given family. Which rooms may be shared by all
family members? Whichroomm may be used by the least number of persons? Which room

would oftn be in demand?

Brainstorm -- -Why can some families live comfortably sharing a small s e while others

are not happy with even a large space?
one's space requirements.

Move classroom tables or desks away from the center of.the room. Give each student

'something to read and have each take a chair to some spot in the room where he/she

feels comfortable and uncrowded. Locate yourself in the center of the room. Ask the

students to begin,reiding. After - several minutes ask them to move toward you, then

resume readino. Repeat thie until the entire group is as.close together as they can

get. Encour4e students to ',hare these feelings as they move closr together. Did

crowding. affect Concentration? Why or.whyinot?

Discuss what values and factors contribute to

Examine handout *Touchpoints for Human Interchange. Discuss how these factors affect

how you share living apace with others.

Visit a mobile home and show how Apace requirementa.are met for a given family.
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Family activities Use magazine articles or bulletins from hardware or paint stores; department stores,.
may be influenfed lumber yards' and extension s'erviCes to find different methods used for planning space
by available space shared by.family.members.

In groups of two, carryon conversations at varying distances 411 2 yards-1, 6 yards,
3 yards, 1 4). Discuss how'personal space needs vary as the desirable distances
for conVgi ng change when interacting with - strangers, and- family members.

Personal space
-

Complete a personal reaction inventofyby answering questions related to.personal space .
needs (How do you feel when you enter a crowded room? How do you feel in.aamoke-filled
room? How do you feel when seated in-the middle of a crowded restaurant? When have
you felt that a room is closing in on .you?).. Share reactions-lin'class. Simulate

. various personal space situations. Discuss personal feelings revealed by the simula-
tions and summarize personal space needs. /

Sharingspace Determine the physical, psychological and social effects of sharing space on people in
simulated families. How are these altered under the following earcumstancest Hstpdi-
capping conditions)stage of rife cydle:

Share person41 information regarding sharing fof space in your- own homes.
activities and hobbies influence the sharing of utilized space, Are all family members
considered? Take a survey in your house. Do you have enough space? ,Are you utilizing
the space you have? Could you live comfortably in a smaller house? ,Do you need lore
space? How much spare would you need in the future if-you moved from home?

205

Discuss ways

Do library research to illustrate.living patterns in other lands. Hoy much housing
space doeS each family have? If divided.in rooms? What activities does the family
participate in insia0 the house? Outside the hoetisie How does the family's housing-
influence its activities? Point out unique ways space limitations' have been handled
'in foreign lands.

Members analyze the-sharing of apace in the home economics classroom and laboratories.
List conflicts that may arise from sharing space. List pgpsible solutions to these4
eonflicts.



PROCESS
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ROB EM

GOATS
VALUIS
(ACTORS

CONCEPTS

Reflection

U

V

'LE 3.11e

STRATEGIES

Using simulated families construct afplan for sharing a room. Which features in

.these-roloms promote privacy and adeq4ate storage for,two or more people? Consider

personniities, hobbles, lifestyles, interests, activities and employment for
members of the family. .Situations may include sisters sharing a bedroom and closet;
daughter wanting to fix snack for her friends while mother is preparing the family's.

dinner or using the garage to store younger children's toys and play equipment in '
additibn to teenage son's motorcycle and camping equipment.

Role play46ftuations showing conflict among family members which has arisen ,because

they must share space. Class offers solutions to these conflicts.: List other alter-

nattves.

After considering alternAtive plats, xeConstructa plan for sharinga roll in your '
,

simulated family.

I
4-

f

:
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TOWHPOINTS FOR HUMAN INTERCHANGE

Factors in the Public Domain
That Limit Interchange

`Expressways, freeways
Lack of communal resting places
Supermarkets
Deserted neighborhood's
Stationary seats

.

Food vending machines
NonconcAntrie land developrdent

schemes
Isolated housing
Drive-in restaurants
Telephone recordings

9 Post office box

Factors in Private'Lifestyles.
rhat Limit Interchange

xa

Meals eaten alone
TV dinners
Private room, separate apartment
Privali garden and tools
Private car, lone driver
Back patio
Television
(;elephone shopping
olitary. work

Disco-danCing

ariables That Ma4etard
terchan:te

Abrasive noise
Blank walls
Monotony of color

1Too little or too much brace
Fatigue
Pressure of deadlines.
Time schedules uncoordinatO
with other family members

Preachiness, dogmeitism"/
Tendency to create guilt in others
Compulsive talking
Self-absorption
.-Focus on weaknesiown or others
Absence 'of greenery

1

Pr

Factors in the Public Domain
That Encourage Interchange

,

Sidewalks, trailways, bike path s
Paik benches-
Specialty shops

Street vendors, street life '

-Movable seats
Restaurant or counter service.
Concentric land development- schemeS
Neighborhood associations, co-opg
Walk-in restaurants
Live hun.an voice
Home mail deliyery

44

Factors in Priirate Lifestyles
That Encoura e.Interchan e

Meals shared
Family-styledinners
Shared quarters
Shared garden plots and tools
Car pool
Front porch

t, Telephone, games, sports
Store shopping
Team work

Square, fdlk and ballroom dancing

Variables That May Enhance
Interchange

Peaceful atmosphere
Tastefully decorated walls

. f
of color

C ortable space
Restful state
Work breaks
Coordinated time schedules

.

Tolerance for many viewpoints
Display of warmth and affection
Listening habit
.Genuine interest in companions
rOcus on strengths--own or others
Plant life

r.

-209
Source: J.H.E./8nalmer 1981, p. 41.
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PRACTICAL PROBLEM

HOMEMAKING SKILLSPERENNIAL PROBLEM

c.

CONCERN/CONCEPT

.11

What To Do Regarding Creating
A Living Environment

What Should I Do Regarding Near
and Far Living Environments?

Sharing Environments/Public Areas

LE 3.12

,Elplore alternatives to sharing public
space
Practice the acceptance of responsibility
Maintain safe environment
Obtain information about-community services

* Dispose of trash and-garbage.

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

Factual versus
value
public areas

Shared 1'

environments

STRATEGIES

Take a walk through your school observing restrooille, lunchrooms, halls, outside areas.
Document evidences of litter, graffiti, vandalism.

Develop factual statements regarding observations (paper towels are on the floor;
students left trash on tablet).

Develop valuie claims for factual statements using this format:

Value premise-,-It'is undesirable to eat w &th leftover trash on the table.
Factual claim--Trash is on the table and microorganisms are present.

Microorganisms cause disease.,.
Value conclusion--t 0aving-trash on the.table is undesirable.

Individually do *Situations-lour Environment. For situations, research cost of
actions, safety and health aspects and-time inliolved,.to restore,area. Use custodians
and local public maintenancppersonnel.ai resources.

Do *Role Exchange Test, 'Miscues questions as a class.

Do *Universal Consequence Test. Discus-8 questions as a class,

Visit two different apartment buildings to observe the arrangement of service and public
areas. Evaluate each in terms of the degree to-which provisions are made for such things
AA outdoor living, recreation, trash disposal and laundry. Suggest ways in which the
facilities might have been better planned or arranged.

.
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PROCESS
K S

CONCEPTS

SchoOl
environment

Community
services

p. STRATEGIES

t

FRA/HERCI-Devglop a plkin of action. to solve particular concerns regarding the- school
building and grounds. 'ublic speaker announc Emits, clean-up day, posters.)

In pairs, create a story of students' travels o and through a school which
littered: Share*feelings.

List areas in our environment which we Share.
sidewalks.) For each area, describe problems
Generate.alternatives (positive and negative)
quences.

.';

For
,
each ok. the following needs, identify elvironental areas which may be s4ared,

- -Recregtion' (Parks, pools, tennis cour4,.playkrounds).
- - Education (Libiary, neighborhood clAsses)
--Culture . (Theaters, artNauseunie) . ''

.7T-'ransportation (Public, bike paths)
P

1
1The Smith familisnd.the Short .Tamily are neighbors. There is no. bus transportation

in. their community. Gasoline is expensive.? There is much congestion to and from
work. The families work slightly different hours, What would -be the best4aterna-
tive if each of these values were most important?

(Parks, apartments, halliays, city
in maintaining the environment.
four each problem and analyze

-- Efficiency /convenience
--Economic

4Independence

--EnvAronmenigP prese6ation
--Companionship
--Community,improvemertt

,,f

4



SITUATIONS YOUR ENVIRONMENT

Listed below 'you will find various situations and actions related to tht

situations. Place yourself in each situation and rate your reactions to
Ybur action.

1. It is the end of the year and loCke'r clean-up time. You

your locker contents on.the floor and hurry home.

Action OK No Problem

2. Lunch is over and asthe bell
overs on the table and rus

Action

r gs-you leave your tray
class.

Unacceptable

and fooP.left-

Action OK No Problem

3. Homeroom information sheets were passed out.
tion, but you were not interested. -You.leave
as you leave.

44` Actiori Unacceptable

You read the informa-
the papers on the desk

Action OK .No Prob Action gpacceptable

4. After a picni
d you could not find the trash can close to your table,

You left the picnic remains on the table and went to play volleyball.

Action OK

5. Ti* car ashtray is full of cigarettes and gum wrappers. You dump

the ashtray in the parking lot before taking off.

No Problem Action Unficceptablt,

Action OK Np Problem- Action Unacceptable-
/

6. You are backpacking in the beautiful Canadian Rockies, You are break,.

.ing camp and find'your. containers from yOur dinner the night before,

You do not ant-to carry the extra,weig4t, so you leave the wrappers

at the site

Action OK

4

No Problem Action Unekceptable

7. .While walking. 'own the shopping m411, you finish your candy bar and

drop the wrapp r on the ground.

Action OK No Problem

214

C.

Action Unacceptable* ,

,

A

r
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After we leave.

ROLE EXCHANGE TET

1. Locker trash on the hill floor

2: Leftover lunch on ,table
41'

3. Homeroom sheets on ,desk
4

. 4. Picnic trash left on table

5. Car ashtray in, the street

6. Left pipers at campsite

7. Candy wrapper on glound

QUESTIONS:

A. 'Who is the most adversely affected person?

B. Imagine yourself in the circumstances of that person.

`

Who Maintains

AC4'
13

I

C. I gine coliileguendas of*t4is,action for this person.

D. Acceptor re3ect consoquences.

Who Pays 's

Pd

4.

E. Accept or rejectivelue principle..

(K
I
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UNIVERSAL CONSEQUENCE TEST

. It is the end of the
your locliper pontentef

was hidden' under the
class, he 'slips.

7

year andjocker'clean-up time, You throw all
on the floor and hurry home. A banana peel
papers, As Mr. Jones walks dovin the hall to

MniversafConsequence.

1. What would be the consequences if everyone did this?,

2. Do you accept this cons quence?

2, Lunch is over and as the bell rings you leave your tray nd food left-.
overs on the table and rush to class. Sue comes in to eat her lunch
and pickmup your papers'to thiow them Away; touching the glass--you
have a bad cold and flu/virus?'

Universal Consequence .

1. What would be the consequences if everyone did this?

2. Do you accep4 this coftequence?

. Homeroom information sheets were passed out. You read the informa-
tion, but.. you were not interested, You leave the papers on, the desk

as youlleave: The teacher picks them all up Atter the bell has rung.

Universal Consequence .

1(1 .What would be the consequences if everyone did this?

2. Do you accept this conse9uence?

)

4. After a picnic you could not find the trash can
You left the picnic remains on the table and wllit
The ants and flies hokrer around the remains.

-UniNtersal COnseauence

se to your table.
to play volleyball.

1. What would be the consequences if everyone did this?

2. Do you accept\this consequence?
'

5. The car ashtray is full of cigarettes and gum wriippers. You dump the
ashtralin the parking lot before taking'off. '

ret
( -

Universal Qiense ce.

tt1.1 What would e the. consequences if everyone did this?
F, .. -o

2. Do you accept this consequence?
.,* .-

. A

P.,1711k AT

21,6
3

133.

77,
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HOMEMAKING SKILLSPERENNIAL PROBLEM

'PRACTICAL PROBLEM'

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Creating
A Living Environment

What Should I Do Regarding Near
and Far Living Environments?

Public Housing and Related,
Issues /Special Needs Housing .

Evaluate housing needs for
special_populatiOns
Utilize community programs

LE 3.21

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

ROBLEM.

40A11
VAtUlli
!AC 101/3

eeds and concerns
egarding contri-.
uting to quality
ousing in
ommunities

pee of concerns
ithin the
ommunity

related to quality.

ousing of indi
'duals with
pecial needs

21'7

Brainstorm--Who lives in your community? Place on halkboard (single, married,
children, physically handicapped,. mentally handicaeped,'elderly and others.)

Define terms--handictipped, group home, and others.

--What are the
- -Whht are the
--What are the
--Wtht are,the

concerns of,any organization involved?
concerns of community members?.
concerns of parents?
concerns of the individuals requiring the housing?

bisplay newspape particles describing problems oferoviding housing for special groups
of people or relating to housing. for speCial groups. Depending..on the concerns within

the local community, the specific problems madtffer. Croups read the aUticles and

determine the apecific.....c2nCerns within, the articles. What chould we do to *provide:

special needs housing?

Organime into chart form the problems in the newspaper articles and the different

concerns. Interview individuals involved in the 'articles. Contact speakers froM

associations such as mental health, developmentally disabled, elderly, soc a4l service,..

,parents of handicapped and handiCapped. Fill in the chaft the action preen ntly utider'

way. Are there alternatiVes being considered? What are the consequences? 1

/1 218
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES J

tAti

ORSMO
IMAMS

v

Value character-
istics of qqality
hosing

Individuals with
special housing
needs

Handicapped

Review Hierarchy of Human Needs and Erickson's Stages of Human Development. Determine
how-housing'helps meet your needs and values adding to life satisfactidn.

Identify factors contributing to quality of life ft:yr families in Family Housing
Simulations` Which factors are necessary for human growth as opposed to "nice to
have0acilitating foctorsl? Which factors' hiAder human growth (debilitating)? .

Which factors can bmet through housing alternatives?

Role playa family attempting to determine best housing for a 20-year-old mentally
handicapped son. (Possible alternatives-- institutions, own apartment, group home,
parent's home, other.)

Alternatives ch. en have different consequences.ris.

Write each alternative on newsprint. AltI
Sometimes we choose alternatives without /thinking about the consequences.

.,-Write possible consequences on cards. -
, . .

--Groups match consequences with the alternative thitiMay best fit (develop
independence, friendship, homemaking skills, high financial costs, lonely,
others).

Debate,-Sometites consequences of alternatives do not help reach the valued end and 1,

goal., What is the goal of the family finding housing for son? What alternatives will
help them reach the goal--which will not?

. ,

Simulate several situations whichillustrate the special needs of the elderly and'the .

handicapped (moye,abo4t in a wheelchair, walk around blindfolded, tietwo.cr,more
fingers together or arm be-hind back and complete,a simple task). Discuss the problems
encountered and brainstorm ideas for caking housing and home ftirnishings more fUnc-

,tionil in relation to the needs observed,

Visit a home designed or altered 'tor a handicapped family member. Observe and record
ways in which special needs are met (layout and structure of 'the house, kitchen work
space, 'storage areas, bathrobm, facilities, furfiiture arrangement)-. Share ideas gained
in a class discussion,

144xt-I.WrWryt;
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

LE 3.21

' Handicapped
(cOntinued)

Aged,

k

Identifying facts
and value claims

Characteristids
of factual and
value claims

'221 .

Visit several structures in your local ceimmunitr"-and evaluate the extent to which each
has provided for hand4epped people. Communicate suggestions for improiipmeht to
appropriate individuals.:(the president Of a lodal college, the principal: of yoOr
school, the mayor of your city).

1\-

Iieetigate and report on different types of housing availabljfor the aged .(nursing
homed, adult-housing complexes, senior citizen-home additions). /Discuss advantages
and disadvantages of each fortmeeting individual and family cads.

Visit a high-rise public housing project, fow-income housing project, retirement
community, orphanage or college;dormitory. Interview residents and an administrator
to learn about the design'and function of the facility; the purpose, problems and
policies of the facility; and the individual needs being met.' Summarize what you
learned

To help separate-values and veal& claims from facts or factual Ciaims, use the Value
Claim Chart to lisp facts discovered within your previously chosen newspaper article.
For example, X organization purchased a home to be used for housing.a small group of
mentally retarded adults.

--Factual claims are,those that we can determine by observation or research and
also by finding out the clear meaning of-what is said.

--Value'claims are supported by factual claims and not just the result of whim;
impulse, There is knowledge to make the value judgment.

VALUE CLAIM . s.1FACTuAL CLAIM .

1. Judgment about the worth'
of something

2. Think about positive and
negative Of something

3. Includes value terms

,

.

1. Statements can be'decided T or F.

1. Observation, sensory
.2 Clear about meaning of words

,

.

.

or indilviduels iiithin,the'art4cles used.
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PROCESS
SKIDS

001111
YAW"
PAC YOU

00

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES,

Generalized
learnings

-Value claims

-Factual claims

Alternatives and
consequences of
alternatives in
relation to situa
tional factors
and values

Examination of
reasons to'deter-
mine.if legitimate
and defensible
through Value
Principle Testing

1T-t.

AND

Reasons Assembly Chart.

Group homes kelp individuals adjust after leaving institution (value claim).

PROS

-

4'4

CONS

I 'FACTS
ORGANIZATION WILL
PUT GROUPHOMEIN
NEIGHBORHOOD

COMMUNITY PROTESTS.
-BOYCOTTS NEW

NEIGHBOR

`..,:

MEETING OF' BOTH

GROUPS. ; .-

.

_Consequences

,

Situational
factors

.

.

ro

.

.

..._

.$

,

.

,

.

.
...

.

,

.

. .

Discus!, values to be considered.

Role Exchange Test. What if my sister or I needed a group home?
op

--Identify the individuals most adversely-Affected. Role play self in the situation.
--Decide to accept or .reject the consequences for the most adversely affected person

Or group._
--Decide to accept or rejeet the value, statemailt.

-7'.,;;15C;,!,"
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SKI

t

CONCEPTS

Reflect action.

225-

STRATEGIES

Do Universal Consequence Test. -What if everybody felt' as the community members, did?
(If every peretn does not lave a right.to engage in'a specific action', we conclude
that no .one Nth the right to engage in the action).

Row may we act on final decis4on (write letter to ;local paper, voting; volunteer,
other) ?

lhow may we use the information discovered again?, o,

Do New Case.Test.. Are these similar situations that reqUirsimilar thinking pioctsses
(homes for e3derly, physically impaired, Inorities, poor; historical preservation, use
of land as one wishes.

3

, .

, , -
. !=.44 -
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HOMEMAKING SKILLSPERENNIAL PROOLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Creating.
A, Living Environment:

What Should I Do.Regarding Near
and Far .Living Environments?

Public Housing and Related
Issues/Technological Influences,

LE 3, 22

Analyze influence of technology
and industry on housing

PROCESS
SKILLS

COI EPTS STRATEGIES

k

Technology

2 2.7

What is urbanization?
What effect does urbanization have on you, your fetidly, others?
Are there enough natural resources to support urbanized environments?
How does urbanization affect the occupations df people' Transportation systems?

Business and industry? The food supply?
How has technology affected housing in rural areas?

Read a novel de:Acting life in different historical periods; List technological

_advances made since thode tide periods. Summarize-the Influences they have had

on the nature and quality of living environments.

Invite a panel of senior citizens to discuss how teAhnological, changes have infle:riced

the nature and quality of peisonal living environments over time. Summarize what you

learned.

Examine current housing magazines and collect pictures illustrating new trends in
housing and architecture. Identify those, you feel will persist and those You feel-

will.not. Study the effects of each-on the environment- and a bulletin board

displaying your findings.

Invite'an architect, kbuilding contractor and a realtor to discuss curtent.innova-
tions,,requir nts, diands and trends in housing. Arrange' for an environmentalist/

ecologist4to bb preeent to point out the facts housing trends have had on the
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PROCESS
SKJI4S

41,

VAtWf
'AC MIS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Technology
(continued)

Careers

Influence of4
industry and
business or the
family-living
environment

environment. Summarize by compiring opposing viewpoints evident during the
discussion.

Using resources, identify careers in housing. Given the technological changes likely
in the hour ng industry, what new careers-may emerge?

IEE--Investigate a career in housing.

In'small groups, choose a family from the FamilyHousingSimulations. Assign addi-
tionli situational' factors to each family,

--All'familieis have a member employed by AB industry.
--AB industry is a major employer in the community.
V.AB industry needs to retool for.it has been.fined for environmental pollution

and is considering a move to a s/Othwestern state.

What should your family do regarding the impact of the ind try on:youk living environ-

ment? Determine the impact on your family in the follow' eas.

fact of Industry
Alternative Actions .

for Family
' Consequences of

. Alternatives .

Educationtax base for
schools and other
services will be lowered

.

.

.

,

. .

P-
.

Economic..--comMunity

viability lessened;
layoffs result in members .
spending.less /homes '_
difficult to sell or rent

.

,

,

-

.

,

.

I

Health and Safety-- .

pollutants are possibly
dangerous to health

.

_

.

,

.

.
.

.

.

.

.... JP,

.

.
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PROCESS
SKIAJLIS

p.

CONCEPTS . STRATEGIES

Factual informa-
tion regarding
the impact of
burliness and
industry

Values.related
to decisions

Action involves
planning

C4

231

ir

Gather information from 'Chamber of Commerce, Division of Vocational Education, Indus-
trial Commission and other agencies within areas of government -regarding the impact
of industry on families, honies aid local community,

NI

Determine valued end of the family select6d from Family HOlising Simulations.

--Identify implicit values
--Identify values'related to the individual consequences ide ffied on .the previous

chart
--Identify factual claims

Develop Reasons Assembly Chart
.

- q ,

Business ancriiidustry within'commUnities have influence upOn the _

quality of living Within the community (valueAudgMent)

Value Claims A%

--,,...

..

.

.

FActual claim
.

.

. .

Decide what is best to. do foryour "family."
community?

Determine what
Develop skills.

What effect would this have on your

skills-ere neceepary for action to
(meetings with. manAgeme0t, owners',

Generalize to other situations

, ,

,--4110-

follow through On the decision,
deVelop relocation plan, and others).

ti A

232
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

[ PAM'TI CAL PROBLEM

ICONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
40k

SKILLS:

#

Wet To Do Regarding Creating
A Living Environment

What Should I Do Regarding Near
and Far Living Environments? environmental pollution problems

*Identify sources,and solutions to

Public Housing and Related Issues/'
Environmental-Pollution

LE 3.23

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Environmental
itisues

S.

Values regarding
environmental
pollution

Types of
pollution

-Waste
disposal

-Noise
4;ollutants

Display newspaper articles dealing with the enviroilment. Divide'into two categories:
those giving the viewpoint Of environmental agencies and hose giving the viewpoint
of people or companies controlled by thkagenciee.. Crittim he ar cles using
objectivity and accuracy of statements IRUCriterii., Share.: Alimai7 n'in class.

Define public policy issue (0 question that involves a chola-145f decision action byf
. ,- i 1 .%A .,'.i4 I 140Lia

citizens or off icial.in affairs of governmcntortcommunityl)' Note that many such
issues relate to our own livinkenvironment.

Read *MY Environment and *Environmental.Pailutionto the class. Identify the environ-
mental issues on the board. Save for laterusee

Identify valueh that relate to the issues and yalues,in'conflict in the readings
(aesthetic, economic,Onvironmental, health and safety, prudential, moral).

Study` the effeCts vari640 waste dispoSalmethoda( base disposals, trash compactors
recycling public ,garbagehollection) have on the e0ironment. Debate which method of
waste disposal is least .dertructive to the environment. Discuss the environmental
impact of home product waste.

Interview persens who live near noise pollutants (fire station, police station, busy
highway) regarding the impact this noise'haft'IM'one'i family life. Share findings in
class. Ay
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Types of ,pollutants

-Roadside
advertising,

-Traitsportation

41

Alterative
actions and. conse-
quences' of actions

LE 3,23

Observe advertising along the roadways. Identify those types harmonious with the
environment andlhose not; Make suggestions for improvement.

Discuss the potential effects of- alternative modes of
:2:(bused, trains, motorcycles, bikes, hitchhiking,
4y). Identify those alternatives which have been

Suggest indicated changes.
1

transportation on the environ-
walking, car pools, taxi,
or are utilized in your area.

Articulate positions of the individuals or groups producing the pollution and the
situational factors related to their position in each of the following.

.--The airport is in a convenient location fof city dweller. Large planes fly in
and out creating noise.

--Neighbqrs 8i,re on vacation and do not know that garbage is littering their lawn.
--A house ieboarded up to prevent_vandalism.

. The owner does not live nearby.
--The house'isthe headquarters'of a junk yard business.
--An odmr-producing plant moved-into your area.

In groups, deirelop alternative ways to solve one of the pollution concerns. Discuss
the consequences.

Invite speaker (Environmental Protection Agency, business, industry, Other's from your.
.community). to discuss pollution standards, zoning Information, health add safety
requirements.

j

Research dlWron types of pollution and the effect eta Individuals Anid government.
---

In small groups, choOsse an,environmental problem referred to in t e story (or from
your research regarding local concernS) and develop poible met ns/consequences,

. - ` . - . .
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/ PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Goats
VALUE

/AC TOSS

4 sur

Reasoned value
judgment

Evaluate the
.value ,judgment

237

Concern: What should we do regarding

Alternative
actions taken

1 - Impulsive
or reasoned

Factual
Claims

.. Value
Claims Consequences

.

.
.

.

.

.
.

_ .

Groups develop. a value as a result of above and complete seasons Assembly Chart.

Reasons Assembly Chart
....

Pollut on
Alm.

interferei with quality living within the home environment (value'judgment)

:,sitive Negative - - Consequences

.

.
,

.

.

4

.I - 7., .,,

,

.

/

_

,

.As asks, apply the Universal Consequence Test.

,--What would be the consequence if everyoTe did
..-Do you accept this consequence

regarding what 'to

--Opera

Groups determine possible action steps to act.upon theirdeeision0

--Contact neighbors --Letters to. city hall,- industry

4
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LE 3-.23 .

PROCESS
SKII1S

CO

CONCgPTS 5"--STRATEGIES ,

Reflect upon
action'

Generalize to
other situations

r'

Develop generalizations froM group Issue.and determine the appliiillon'ofthe
generalization to the other group issues.

Gather newspaPerg and magazines.
students living environment.

As"a 'ClaSs, develop a, concern using prActical easoning in order to decide,"wat to

Determine other concerns that concern the local

do:"

Brainstorm' ideas for housing more and mole people white pteserving the environment.
Study examples of architectural designs which could beAlsed.: Prepare a model bf a
design-or combination of designs you feel would beapproprlate for a given area.
Share.designs in class. 1

FHA / HERO -- Develop a 'display illustrating how young children ca help to,preserye the
environment. Take the dliplay to local elementary or nursery .chools or local
chopping centers and share with small children and their perents%

FHA/HERODevelop environmental awareness in the community by orghnizing a "clean'
sweep campaign" (colledt cans, bottles or newspapers for a week; clean up or repair
buildings/lots) .Evaluate your efforts.

n.

,11

240
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I

.1

MY ENVIRONMENT .

Before beginning, turn on music (soft, peaceful instrumental) and ask
the -students to RELAX, CLOSE THEIR EYES. AND 'TURN- OFF THE LIGHTS IF POSSIBLE,
Read the following slowly, with pauses.

It is springtime, with spring you think of wen grass, flowers and trees
starting to bud. You look forward to tieing outside and are saying good."
bye, to the.cold dreary winter with the ice and snow. The walls around you
are closing in on you--you are tired of looking at the old paint and
furniture.

You are looking forward to opening your windows and letting the warm breeze
come in. No one is home except you. You put on your favorite album and
sit outside on the steps to peacefully listen to the music. The music is
.great but the smell you cannot identify--Oh, it's the smell of garbage'next
door thatl.the dogs discoVered and spread all over he neighbor's frorieyard
'--or-7-mayba- it is the smell of the city dump--the nd is moving the smell
in. your direction.

A

Again, back to your thoughts, with eyes open, wishing for some green grass
and flowers you see the boarded-up windows on the rundown house across,the
street with the rusting cars and car parts in the driveway, Closing your
eyes, you hear the loud roar and realize that an airplane is getting ready
to take off at the airport, ci train is BASSing by on the nearby tracks,.aed
a number of. semi trucks are speeding dqn the :freeway. ,

,,,,,

,

. r
,

Disgusted, you go in the house, close the windows,arid -doornow it is at
least'' quiet and you hope peaceful.

4

1

3.

..

41t.

a
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ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

,(Shared, public areas)

Travels to to and through the school

jack hurmaredly grabbed his books and ran out the door to catch the. bus.
He could see the bus ounding the corner. He had to sprint to make it.
As he ran, he slipped an some trash. The neighbors never cleaned up the
yard and this was th night he was bringing his new friend home for
dinner. As the bus oor opened, he climbed the stairs and saw candy
wrappers from the night before. Jim-and Pete were in Ae back of the
bus as usual throwing stuff out the bus window,

All of a sudden he was tired ofit--tired of the trash around the house
and tired of the guy on'the bus throwing trish'all over and tired. of
his home lofting like_ the city dum. Jack sat.doWn, feeling rather
frustrated, obliviOus to the noisraround'him for the remainder of the
ride to school. When he .got to school, he was_feeling depressed and
overwhelmed. What could hi ,4o to help?' He was just one person. How

cold
one person' do anything alone?

4 ,

The-h6merbotn-bell sounded just as he sat down.. This was going to be a'
bad day,,Od 'could tell- already. He looked ground him and saw la0t

-month's tiihoOl paper strewn on the flOor and the teacher's desk looked
-- like a wreck: Yesterday's dirty lunch dishes,were still sitting there.

"Doesn't a this trash bother anyone else?" Z think I'm going to be
sick-, he thou t as he headed for the Festroom. The restroom was-just
as bad: the custodians must not even know this fOom. exists; the students
hdd continued to write all over the wall; toilet paper'and'paper towels
were thrown all over. How could he get away from all of it? What could
kie dwrabout the TRASH! ,

1

t,
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NONEMAIONG SKILLSPERENNIAL PROBLEM What To Do Regarding Creating
A Living Environment

PRACTICAL PROBLEM isThatShould I tfo Regarding Near "

I an Far Living Environments?

CONCERN/CONCEPT
Public Housing and Related Issues/
Crime Control and Safety

-

LE 3.24

Cancel deliverieq before vacations or
moves'

? CAsider safety factors in hotising.,
selection

4/

PROCESS
SKILLS

4ONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Security needs

Responsibility
for safe
environment,

Alf
MAIMS
MC LOPS

°

Show pictures of castles.. (Find pictures in encyclopedia or travelposters.). Imagine
the owner - How did he/she defend the castle during the'medieVal period? (Castles
were built on'the river en each, castle owner was responsible for the defense of
that t.orticin of the river. 'The !'moat" keptintrudersfFom easy access to the castle.
The,castle protected or kept secure those inside the castle walls.)

Give examples of how housing meets each of, these pe4ds.

--Security and safety needs are those `related, to the control that people feel
over their lives*d their environment free from external threats. Even
though' we no longer live in castles,- our homes serve the same purpose.

--Housing provides'a place ,to keep our possessions secure, and us safe froM
, outside thr4ats.
--Housing also provides a safe, beautiful environment free from flimes* noise,

heat and other hazards.

Discuss the Allowing.

could we do to keep our living environment safe?
--Sho d we be responsible for others in our community?

Determine values implicit in the responses.

4 -14i/hat are the consequences if we are not responsible for others within our
community? ,,

. , ,

--What are the Consequences if we aa0gle.TetiPP001411,XyifoPr .others within. our
.. ,-

. . . ..,:01041,44.,ty.? ,.,, , , ...,,,,,..,.,,,,,:,,,.:4.,..t: ,t..i:tr.., ,. :;'-'L,c%0.1.,,,,,,I,,,
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. PROCESS
SKI' S CONCEPTS STRAVEGIES'

At
YAMS
ACTOIS

Factors

influencing
environmental
safety

Values and facts
reldted to
housing safetz

Safety measures

15
7

Brainstorm the kinds of things, you could flo to make your vironment ie.

-.r- Neighborhood crime watches and alerts/neighbors looki g kor strange
cars, noises*, people.

--Guardian Angels /organized patrols.
--Home selection.'

to°

--=Neighborhood block watch/organize community.members on the s reet for
rotation of patrolini duties - carrying a walkie talkie.

--Citizens Crime Reporting Project (CCRPh- work closely with the Tice,
trained /paid by government funds.

--Police awareness packets/crime.alert.
--Individua/ and home precautions to deter crime.
--Special precautions when lea ing home'on vacatio

Invite resource person to speak to c ss..(Police officer to discuss crime
prevention and safety, home sec city s stem representative.)

In choosIng a place to live, what values.and'factors affect your choice?

--Safety (value)
'--Money (affordability)'
--Privacy'
--Fears of insecurity

-- Possessions you own
--Children's safety
-"-Others

Share articles describing recent crimes in yotit neighborhood. What measures could
the victims have taken to prevent the crime?

Which typeoof crime control and safety would yOu feel comfortable with in your
community? (Make a decision bAse.1 on the information bu have and your own,
values relatefto safety.)-

.

How.woild your participation in atrime control group affect you? What would be
the, benefits ands disapantages if all members of the community were involved. in
such groups?

4

7)4
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PROCESS'
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I ES

Safety measured
(Contindkd)

Pd

247

lr

Dd Universal Consequence Test.

-&-/What if no one wantedAo get involy_td in a ne
program?

--What if everyone ignored dtranges noises?' CA
--Whatif everyone decided that such safety was

local police department alone?Zk

A

,. I

,4)
"zr

ghborhood or community watch

s? (161/Are resp si4ility of the

248
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
SKILLS

249

What To Do Regarding Creating
A Living Environment

What Should I Do Regarding Near
and Far Living Environments?

Public Housing and Related Issues/
Publ c Services and Facilities

CONCEPTS

Public ho n
services and.
facility issues

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

LE 3.25

Utilize community programs that sut
the faMily

/-\

de,

Alternatives to
concerns regarding
-public .housing
issues

STRATEGIES

tribute he following situat ons to small groups.

--You are unemployed and alon . You haVe no money so you carry your possessions
with you and sleep in the p rk, but winter is coming.%

--You are employed, but ran is high. You need help to be -able to afford a 'small

apartment for your family.
--You want to buy a hoi4). You have a steady job and enough money for a down'

payment, but loan rates are higher than you can mApage.
--Your current home is drafty and you need new storm windows.
--Your home was destroyed by a tornado. You need help financially lo fix upj

the remains.
--Your older home needs some major rePhir..". YoU do not have cash; but you ,could

s .

do alot of work yourself if you could get a little money.
--The downtown area is full of older $uildings in need of'r pair. Business is

suffering becaude people are not visiting 9,-eltiopping in t e area.
--You are on a fixed income and your heatingobIlls have

in paying the bills.
- -You found the rfect home to rent. You find that

rent to minor ies,.single adults or,faMilies wit
--Your large s ade tree/9ppears to be dying.: You are

doubled. You need help

the owners are-Unwilling to
children.
not Aire what to do about, it.

For each situation, determine'the information necessary for.the following
- t

chart.



PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS StTEGIES

ti

A

LE 3.25

1

Alternatives to
concerns' regardinE
public hbusing
issues
(65itinued)

Public services

r

A

..
INDIVIDUAL

Ce(INERN GOAL
A RESTRAINING

FACTORS ALTERNATIVESCONSEQUENCES

..1.-- j/

. .

--,

,

,

.

II .
'

,
%

.

A

.

.

A , .

Groups share 'situation, alternatives, consequenEes and' decision -- What todo?
As a class apply UniverSal Cpnsequence Test.

'

--What if everyone did it?
.-What additional information would be helpful?
--What are sources of additional infonation?

)

Read°*A Day In The life, Of Sammie to the class.
-

A

Brainstorm the services contributing to Sammi's living environment that are-provided
by Iltgrs. Determine who proVide/3 such services.

- -Which of-these are important to your community?
--How might these be provided for differently in cities, small towns or rural

areas?
.

Imagine that these services .were not provided. How would the storydbange? Rewrite-
the story.

In small groups, investigate the ollpwing services-- nature of:the service, who an&
where provided, source of financ g Undj.vidual and business property: takes ..sates
taxes, private contributions, self-au 0taining).

1

.4

.
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LE 3:25

PROCESS
SKILLS,

CONCEPTS STNATEGIES

e"

Public services
(Continued)

1

Housing
legislation

Low income
housing

Private aid
government.

agencies con-'
cerned with
housing quality

253

- -Urban plraining

- -Water safety

--Sewage treatment
--Highway repair/building
7-Public transportation..
- 7-Education/cultufal

- -Tree .service

- - Sanitation

If thre were no industries or
be affected?

--Building maintenance and codes
--Hiatorical:preservation
--Animal and pest cbntrol
.7-Mental-health centers
--Hospitals
-- Pollution

--Utility Control

a
--Others

Vusinesses in your community, what

41
/

Search for major legislative acts, .agencies and.programs that
(FH4OTA.,nuo, Housinitherization, Energy Assistance.)

Invite a speaker froOUI; (Housing and
How do they assisthe community,in:

--Community organization?
--Housing?
-- Education?

--Social welfaie?
--Employment and training?

services -Might,

h'ave.affected

, - .

housing.

,

Urban Development) and /or thp Urban Leagup.

0

.;

.
,

Using a telephone directory, make a list of priyate.and govern ment agencies concerned,
with housing issues.- In pairs or as individuals, contact private'and government
age#CiP to determine: e

--How each agency serves housing needs of people.
--Who each agency serves.. . -4'
!-:-.MajOr bouding issues of concern at present time and what is being done to
resolve the issue.'

- -Other Agencies with whom they work/cooperate.

Shafre indin ith claqrs for handbook'or bulletin ,boat.
,

254



PROCESS

§i( I Lts
CONCEPTS

Career options

Planning

Reflection

1

LE 3.25

STRATEGIES oS

Investigate careers involved in providing the "above mentioned public services..
Determine skills needed for each career

View slides depicting housing problems caused by a lack of planning (highly congested
or declining areas of concentration, central city dwellings, suburbs and small towns
that have not been planned,stural areas being developed without plans). SummArize
-and describe the role of,planniolg as a means of alleviating some of the problems.

After checkipg with the local city planning office to determine the projected city
growth for the hext ten years, develop an overallplan_for meeting the growth needs

pwhilereserving the environment.. Zn small groups, develop separate Plans
illustrating the nature of the facilities which will be needed (shopping centers,
ischools, libraries, recreation centers, housing for the elderly, Multi-family
units). Share your work..andlielate tot the meetalll/an.

255 1r s
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF SAMMIE

'4* Sammie is preparing to go to schoOl. Sammie lives in a,very oid
home,,one of the originai homes in the area. Much work.is being
done in the area and Sammie plans.to'attend the meeting of t e local
historical community-meeting tonight. There are many plans to fund
the preserOation.of some of the older homes-and some of Id'
businesses will-be torn.down-so that urban renewal: ca e place.

-Parks are desired within the neighborbood,-but theftesidents:alsot
watt to 'preserve the historical elements with wt area. Sammie
drinks a glass of'water while listening to th. anes fly over, and
the garbagetrucks coming down the street. ,The buzzing sound Sammie
hears la from the tree service cutting down a dead tree near the

,

street. Sammie.scratches her mosquito bites. Thank goodness that
the,area will be sprayed for mosquitoes today. They will alst be
-sprayie the area for ticks -soon. Many,of the dogs in the area,'
some of hom rup in packs, have been spreading the ticks. The

.

family i house across the street is ,repairing their home and
adding n elstra bathroom and a newyoOd burriing fireplace. Last
night i the process of cutting wood, the mother rut her finger and
had to bo rusbed to the-emergency room'of the hospital. Sammie
plans to visit her after school t'oday. and before the counseling
appointment. at the local mental health center. Sammie has just begun
sessions at.the mental Health center in an attempt to better deal with
the stress found within life.. Sammie is ready to leave for school and
notices that the lipothole.in the_ middle of the ,street fs bung
repaired. Tkat is,gOod news, -for the car wheel's have found that pot-
hole many .times since'w ter and Sammie has been conallTati. Sammie is
off for the day. Enjoy it

A,' F
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